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Today is the last day to
withdraw from a class without a grade.

Friday, September 17,1976

ASUNM Deficit Increases
·To Total More than $20,000
By Ruth S. lntress
The $16,400 ASUNM Senate
deficit, caused by last year's
Speakers and Film Committees,
was disclosed in Wednesday night's
Senate meeting to now total approximately $20,240, ASUNM
Treasurer Diane Frost said.

The deficit from last year's Film
Committee now stand at approximately $10,897, Frost said.
The Speakers Committee deficit is
$9,344, she sajd. Listed as a portion
of the Speakers Committee deficit
is $1,140 in petty-cash slips, Frost
said.

The $4000 increase in the deficit
was caused mainly by last year's
Film Committee, said George
Coston, ASUNM Finance Committee chairman.

"It is usually hard to tell what
petty cash is drawn out for," said
ASUNM President Damon Tobias.
This year there is a $10 maximum
on an individual petty-cash slip.
However, this limit was not in
effect last year, Tobias said.

"The Film Committee last year
was run like one big botch job,"
Coston said. The reason the
Business Office didn't know about
the increase in figures is that bi lis
from the previous fiscal year come
in as late as one to two months after
the end of the fiscal year, he said.

Meter Maid
Given Ticket
For Mistake

A list of amounts from the 21
petty-cash slips was shown at

.

~.

Wednesday's Senate m~eting. Of
the 21 slips, 12 were written for $50
to $150. Ten of the slips were
written in September and October.
However, the items purchased with
the 21 petty cash slips were not
revealed in Wednesday's Senate
meeting.
"There is a, lot of curiosity
concerning the petty-cash slips. But
the expenditures do appear to be
legitimate," Coston said.
Louis Tempkin, last year's
Speaker's Committee chairman, is
scheduled. to talk to the ASUNM
Senate about the petty-cash slips at
a special meeting next Wednesday,
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Damon Tobias

Coston said.
The $8200 the ASUNM Senate is
borrowing from the business office
to pay one-half the original $16,400
deficit from last year, will probably
not be expanded, Coston said.
This $8200 added to the existing
$844 the Senate presently has, gives

the Senate $9044 to spend this fiscal
year.
By borrowing the $8200, the
Senate hopes to be able to fund
those groups now requesting
money. However, the groups now
being reviewed for funds are asking
for a total of $12,377.

Basketball Budget Lacks $26,000

KNME Short of Goal for Games

By Gail Minturn
KNME still lacks nearly $26,000
in order to be able to broadcast all
of the UNM basketball games this
season, said Robert Gordon,
general manager of KNME,
Thursday.
The UNM meter maid who was
KNME's Board of Directors
parked illegally on Redondo Drive authorized a maximum of $20,000
Wednesday received a ticket from to be used from KNME's operating
the Director of campus police and budget for broadcasting the games.
Gordon said he expects costs to run
parking services.
Sally Marez parked illegally in near $46,000.
"We have been seeking unthe area of campus which she
derwriting
from private industry,
· ' normally patrols an.d issues
but
so
far
the
offers have been in
parking-violation tickets.
The
the
range
of
$7500
to $10,000,"
LOBO reported the incident in
yesterday's paper, which resulted in Gordon said.
KNME has been seeking a grant
Berry Cox, director of campus
police and parking services, from private industry in order to
checking into the incident and make up the difference. Many
public broadcast programs are
issuing the ticket.
Cox said he felt Marez had funded by large corporations.
KNME was given broadcast
suffered enough for the incident
because of the photo and story in , rights to this season's Lobo
the LOBO and the check which basketball games after bids from
commercial· stations were only a
resulted in the parking ticket.
of offers in previous
quarter
Cox said he was glad the incident
years-from
$20,000 to $5,000. A
had been reported and said he
KGGM
employee
said that over the
thought this would help make sure
past
five
years
the
bidding has
other meter maids remain confluctuated
from
$7,000
to $20,000.
scientious in their jobs.

KGGM was the highest bidder this broadcast the entire 25-game
year, but UNM refused the bid.
schedule.''
The broadcast-rights contract
Director of Athletics Lavon
drawn up by the UNM Athletic McDonald said "all of the Lobo
Department specifies that all games basketball games have always been
must be broadcast, except games in broadcast. We have an audience
arenas which have specific rules around the state and we don't feel it
against television crews.
should be deprived of the games."
When . asked if UNM would
"As the situation stands," said
Gordon, "we will run out of money· supply the rest of the money needed
right around the WAC conference. to broadcast all of the games if
However, we will start broadcasting efforts to secure a grant failed,
with the first game on faith that Associate Provost Alex Mercure
money will be available to said that it was possible, "but in

terms of a loan which would be
repaid later."
New Mexico's two other public
broadcast stations have expressed
an interest in carrying some or all of
the games if KNME televises them.
KNME will be able to insert spot
"commercials" about other shows
on Channel 5, advantages of UNM
and other universities in New
Mexico, and ways to obtain
educational assistance in New
Mexico said Mercure and Gordon.

Ford Son Campaigns at Hokona
President Gerald Ford's youngest
son, Jack, will meet with interested
students in UNM's Hokona Hall
tomorrow at2:30 p.m.
Ford
will
campaign
in
Albuquerque on Saturday and
Sunday for his father and for US
Senate candidate Harrison "Jack"
Schmitt.
Ford will arrive at Albuquerque
International Airport at I :30 p.m.
A news conference is planned to be
held in the west side second-floor
lounge up~n his arrivaJ.

He will then be driven to the
UNM campus to meet with students
in the Hokona Hall lounge. Kelly
Crawford, Republican candidate
for the New Mexico Senate in the
University area, said the meeting
will be an informal rap session.
Crawford said voter registrars
will be at Hokona Hall starting at
about 2 p.m. tomorrow to register
students. The deadline to vote in
the Nov. 2 general election is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 21. ,
Ford is scheduled to make a

number
of VISitS
in
the
Albuquerque area Saturday and
Sunday, Aubrey Cookman, public
information director for the Ford
Campaign in New Mexico, said.
"The Secret Service asked us not
to publicize all his stops for security
reasons," Cookman said.
Ford also is scheduled to visit the
New Mexico State Fair after his
UNM visit tomorrow afternoon
and evening to see different exhibits
and some of the featured events.

Junkies·Disease Not Just.For Junkies
By Dan Crain
Hepatitis-the junkies' disease.
With every athlete, entertainer or friend of-a friend
one hears of who has contracted the disease, the
notion that only users of dirty needles are affected
- becomes a little more tenuous. In fact, the strain of
hepatitis associated with unclean needles and blood
transfusions (serums, or type-B hepatitis) is far less
common than another, less dangerous strain, commonly known as infectious hepatitis, or type A.
Statisticians and medical authorities generally agree
reported incidences of hepatitis infection are increasing nationally, particularly among the young.
While the problem never reaches the crisis proportions
associated with other infectious diseases, such as flu
or venereal disease, it is, in the words of state
epidemiologist Jon Mann, an "endemic problem'' in
our health-care delivery system. It persists from year
to year, slowly increasing, while influenzas come and
go, taking their tolls.
Hepatitis is a viral infection attacking .the. liver.
Symptoms include nausea, fever, fatigue, headache,
pain in the upper right abdomen and darkening of the
urine. The victim may become jaundiced. The
resultant inflammation of the liver can cause
irreparable damage and death. There is no cure, and
the usual treatment consists of a regulated, wellbalanced'aiet and plenty of rest.

The debilitating effects of hepatitis are common to
so many other maladies that the disease often goes undiagnosed, creating a 'tip-of-the-iceberg' situation in
which only a small fraction of actual hepatitis infections are reported as such.
Mann said that the 4,699 cases of hepatitis reported
in New Mexico from 1965 to 1974 probably represent
only about 30 per cent of the actual number of cases.
Serum, or type-B, hepatitis, while less common
than infectious (type A) hepatitis, is responsible for
many more deaths. It can be transmitted through
hypodermic needles, tattoo needles, blood transfusions or injection of manufactured blood products-in fact, any close contact with the blood or saliva
of infected persons. Mann cited statistics showing that
physicians and dentists-persons in continual contact
with patients' blood and saliva-are four to five times
as likely to have developed antibodie:; related to
hepatitis exposure than the general population.
Part of the reason that type-D hepatitis is more often deadly, said Louise Coonce, technical director for
Blood Servic~s of New Mexico, is that those infected
through blood transfusions are already weakened by
the injury or sickness which necessitated the transfusion in the first place. They will more readily succumb.
The prevalence of type~ B. hepatitis is in large part
continued on page 5
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Keeps Cuts, Curbs Shelters

Socialist Workers Candidate To Tour State

Tax Bill Passes House
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WASHINGTON
(UPI)-The
House today passed a major tax
revision bill that would continue
current tax cuts, curb some
shellers, raise the minimum levy on
the wealthy and make hundreds of
other changes including expanded
breaks for working parents,
The massive bill, three years in
the hearing and drafting stages,
will affect every American in some
way, lt is the first significant
revision of the tax code since 1969.
The compromise bill, which
.
passed the House 383 to 26, ra1ses
$1.6 billion in new federal revenue.
ll goes to the Senate which is expected to approve it quickly.
President Ford also is expected
to sign it despite misgivings about a

section denying some foreign tax
breaks to companies that cooperate
in international boycotts.
Among those benefiting are
working parents, those who pay
alimony, and numerous special interests and industries such as
railroads and airlines who get new
tax breaks.
Losers include the wealthy who
have managed to reduce their tax
bills to near zero through shelters
and preferences, and certain special
interests and industries such as the
oil industry which lose some tax advantages.
All current tax cuts are continued
at least through 1977. Increases in
the standard deduction are made
permanent.

Saturday and Sunday

Mix or Match Em
I

4 For $1.00

Hamburgers, French Fries and
Medium Drink, Only with this Coupon

:;;

Major provisions of the bill include:
-Curbs placed on shelters in
real estate, farming, oil and gas,
movies, equipment leasing, sports
franchises and certain other areas.
-More working parents will get
child care tax breaks. Some 20 per
cent of such expenses may be subtracted up to a maximum yearly
saving of $800.
-The 15 per cent credit for those
over 65 will be extended to earned
income as well as retirement income such as pensions, and will be
available on an income of $2,500
for ~ingle persons and $3,750 for
couples.
-The sick pay exclusion is
repealed, but an exclusion of up to.
$5,200 is allowed for those under
65 who are permanently and totally
disabled and make less than
$15,000 a year.
-The maximum deduction for
moving to a new place of work is
increased from $2,500 to $3,500.
-Business
deductions
are
significantly tightened for vacation
homes and deductions for a home
or portion of a home used as an office.
-Taxpayers are given various
new rights in dealing with the Internal Revenue Service, and access
to tax returns by federal agencies
and other bodies is limited.
-A state may use social security
numbers for driver licenses and for
public assistance such as tracking
down runaway fathers.
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Editor's note: This is tile third of a
series on non-major party candidates.
By Robert R. Lee
By Unllurl

Other than the American
Independent Party, there are four
minor parties represented in New
Mexico which will have presidential
and vice presidential candicates on
the ballot in the state in November.
The presidential candidate of the
Socialist Workers Party is Peter
Camejo, who is the first LatinAmerican citizen to be a
presidential candidate. The party's
vice presidential candidate is Willie
Mae Reid, who is the first black
woman to be· a vice presidential
candidate.

Pl<!oo lllWnwtJOllil!

Egyptians Renominate Sadat
CAIRO-With posters and streamers at polling stations
proclaiming renewed confidence in President Aowar Sad at, Egyptians
voted today in a national referendum on his nomination for a second
six-year term.
A massive endorsement was expected for the soft-spoken president
who broke away from Soviet influence and established closer ties with
the United States.
Sadat's current term expires Oct. 15. He was nominated
unanimous,ly for a second term by parliament on Aug. 25 but under
the constitution the nomination must be upheld in a national referendum.

Camejo has been a party member
since 1959. Reid has been active
with the party since 197I, and ran

More Death inS. Africa

Man Falls, but Few Help

LOTHING
~:;--XCHANGE

Steve Wagner, chairman of the
state party convention this year,
said yesterday that the party
platform is called "A Bill of Rights
for Working People," Wagner said
the platfor(\1 advocates "the right
to a job, adequate income, free
education, free medical care, secure
retirement, the ·truth about
economic policies affecting our
lives, the right of oppressed
minorities to control their own
affairs and the right to control
economic and.political policy."

Wagner said further Jimmy
Carter agreed some time ago to
meet and debate with Camejo,
Wagner said no date or location for
the meeting has been decided on by
the two candidates. Wagner said

Socialist Party is Frank P. Zeidler,
a former mayor of Milwaukee. The
party's vice presidential candidate
is J. Quinn Brisben, a Chicago
high-school history teacher.

Carter probably agreed to the
meeting because "I suppose he
(Carter) knew he would never really
have to do it."

The
Socialists
advocate
nationalizing the energy companies
and railroads, a national healthcare plan, redirection of the
housing industry to provide more
housing, social control of the
production and distribution of
goods and member control of labor
unions.

Libertarian Party is Roger L.
MacBride, a Charlottesville, Va.
Television producer. MacBride's
running mate is David P. Bergland,
a Huntington Beach, Calif. attoruey.

OKLAHOMA CITY-A 77-year-old man tripped and fell face
down on a downtown sidewalk and hundreds of people headed for
home stepped over his body or drove by without stopping.
Clinton Collins of Bethany, was pronounced dead about an hour
later, despite.effo'rts Wednesday of Attorney Henry W. Nichols Jr.,
his daughter Leslie and two of her friends.
"He was bleeding profusely," Nichols said. "His tongue was
sticking out. There was a very faint pulse."
"And all this time, there were people passing by .. People even stepped over him."

''

Think about u profC\\ion in

nursing.

Albuquerque's
Greatest
Clothing Recyclers

Wagner also said Camejo is
scheduled to be in Albuquerque
Sept. 28. Wagner said Camejo is
also scheduled to be in Las Cruces,
Las Vegas (NM) and El Paso, and
Wagner also said as of Sept. 3 that Camejo will be speaking on
Camejo and Reid are on the ballot college campuses and giving news
in I 3 states, and have filed but are conferences.
not yet certified as candidates in six
states and the District of Columbia.
The presidential nominee of the

The Socialist Party platform also
contains a plank specifically opposing totalitarianism.
The candidate of the National

"

~

The presidential and vice
presidential nominees of the
Prohibition Party arc Benjamin C.
Bubar and Earl F, Dogbc,
respectively, No party platform
information was available at press
time.

Open

mcn(<;, Nurr.ing-Pharmacy Bldg. in the Student
l.oungeScrt. 20, 3-S p.m.
Anent ion studcm'! Committee position available
for Radio Bonrd ami Publicntion Board, Get in·
vohcd. Pick UJl applir.:ath)n at ASUN"-1 Orfice, 2nd
floor of tl1e SUll, For further information contact
P:wl Mansfield ut KUNM.

l":-.i!\.1 ('Ju ... ., ('lub v.ill hnld r•·~ular nwt'tin~.,
thi<.; ~·~·ar cltl Thur'jrfa,\'.,, h!').:'innin,l! Au~. 2/i, at 7
p.m .. Hm 2:11 B ('in t ht• ~~'B.

The Phito~ophy Club will meet <lll hi., Sept. li ;:u
3:30 j).m. in Rm. 149, \Vood\~md H~U. Rcfrc~hmcnt\
will he ~crvc-d nt 3 p.m. in thr Philmoph)' Lounge-,
Dr. Ira Jnrrc will ~peal-, on "blm a~ 1he Narrati{11l tlf
.Spa~t:: C'ilizcn f<:nnc,"

3004 D Central SE nextto n,n.c~ty
266-5275 .

i

The Pence C'or p~ office- i"o at Rm. 229, Or!l'ga Hall,
Thun., and Fri. from 3:3010 S:JO

11~ hour~ ;;~re Tuc-~ ..

p.m.

There will be a German Club meeting Fri., Scrt. 19
at 3:30p.m. in the Ortega Lounge, third Ooor or Ortega l-fall. Octo' cr Fc~t will be planned. AU members
please come, new members nlways welcome.

The UNM Jtldo Club "ill hold an organizational
meeting Sal., Sept. 18 <ll I p.m. in Rm. 142 of John·
o;.on Gym. Ail intc-rc"olc-d pcnons and members arc
urge-d lo attend.

Altt•ntion Graduah• Students: Inlcres(ed in

lnterCited stude-nts arc in\'itcd 10 au end I he Jewi!>h
Student Union Sat., Sept. 18 nt 8 p.m. at the International Center, 1808 La.., Lomao; NE ror pmly and

gdting a job'! RC"gister now with CarN•r Servi<'C's,
Mesa Vista, Rm, 2131.

r>tl'rlinn~

A]'plications an• bt•inJ{ fl('{'{']lted for op<•nings on
thl' Wonwn Studil•S C'ommiltN•. Applic-ations an•
av.ailnbl<• at Rm. 233 in Marron Hnll. Tht•y ran also
bt• oblalnt•d frnm W()mt•.n Studit•.s lt.>a<"ht•rs and
mt•mllt'rs or lh<' Womrn Sludirs C't•ntC"r.

Chicana Speaker's Setie'i is being iniliated Monday, Sept. 20, at the YWCA downtown at 7:30p.m.
Groce Olivarez, '5late planner, will 5peak on
machismo, its direrse ·meanings and crfects on
Chicanas. Thc public is invited.

ASl!NM Rt•gistration C(lmmillec will hold'
votl'r rl•gistrntion ror ltll inlrrrstcd students at.
Dandelil•r East from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. l.'Vcry day.
You nct•d lo rcgist{'r to hl'come a resident. For
more in forma lion call D,w(' Montague at 277·217R

WanL to learn how to dance'/ Ballroom Dance

**AUTOMATIC
BELT DRIVE TURN TABLE
SHUT OFF AND RETURN
* BASE AND DUST COVER INCLUDED

SHURE M-91 ED
CARTRIDGE

STYLUS
** ELLIPTICAL
SHURE SUPERB TRACKABILITY

Club mccling, 7·9 p.m., Rm. 101, Carlisi!.' Gym,
every Friday.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is sponsoring a blood drive aL
the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity House on Sept.
20, from 9 a.m.·5 p.m.
Women's Rugby •ream practiee Tues. and
Thurs. at 5:30 p.m. at Johnson Gym fleltl. Nt>w
people welcome.
•
Islamic Sodety meets tor Friday prayer at 12:30
p.m. in the Alumni Chapel. There is a Quran
rending every Suaday afternoon. Interested persons welcome. Further inro call277-5237,

.!
LIST

PRICE

·SPECIAL

$60

$99

ADC Q361
CARTRIDGE

* ELLIPTICAL STYLUS

* ADC LOW MASS~~~~

LIST

PRICE

100

8

SPECIAL

Jr,LI.!rcsted in gcltinff rn1dit for working'! A corn·
miltee is forlnillg to work ror lhis "cxpericnrr
learning'' al riNM. Conl:1rt T>orothy Davidson, rm
242, sun.
·

.or sgg Package Spacial- turntable + aithar

LIST

PRICE
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of Lhl' Univmdty yt'ar and We("kly durinR the
surnmrr sl:'Ssion hy tht' Donrd ol Studl'nl
Puhliralions th~;> tlnivt•r~ity of Nrw Mt'xico,
and is not t.nltndally 1\SSO{'ialt'd wiLh lTNM.
St•ronrl rla~o;s poslagc p;1id nl Alhuq.tlrrquf',
Ntow Mt•xiro 87131. Suhsrripllon ralr I~
$10.0() ror tht• arndrrr1ir yNlf,
. •
1'hr• opinion~ I'Xpn•sst•d on lhl' t•d!lonal
p:1~t>s 11f 'rlw Dail,v Lobo ar{' thost' nf till'
Ht!lhor o;oh•J,v. l~nslgnl'd o)linion is thai. of lhC'
(•dilnri:11 board of Th(l Oaily Lobo. Nothing
prlntNf in 'l'lw O;dly Luhu fH'I't"•'·Olrily
rt•prt·~Pnt.~ [ht• vil'W'i [lr t ht• {. rtiv<•rsilr or N<•W

or

• \t,•.,.;,.,.,

18.00

Blood
Plasma

Matching pants with button tab. 5 to 13.

26.00
Huk-A-Poo nylon bow blouse with long sleeves.
Ivory, pewter, black. paprika. S·M·L

Donor Center

No.20

'l'he Nt>w MNdro Daily Loho is puhlished

44.00
Matching vest wrth tab de tar!. 5 to 13.

2405.

Mond:~y lhrough Frirlny rvrty regular We('k

1 00% polyester blazer wllh pockets detarled
1n tucks. Cranberry 5 to 13.

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice W eekl

't'he UNM Chnpler of Phi Sigmu Tau, the
pflilosophy honor society, will open its F'rfdny af·
ternoon discussion ses.~fons to the academic cOm·
munlty at large. For further informntion 1 call277·

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone ( 505) _.2774102, 277-4202.

What the Stars
Forecast for Fall

Do You Need
Cash?

A loeal psychic- of(er.~ a course in Tarot eard
reading. The 4·wcck course meets Saturdays. 4:30
p.m. aL the Gypsy Candle R('slaurant. There is no
charge.

Vol. 81

or

Japan offt·rs srho!arships to
Uovt'rnm{'nl
wishing to study in Jara·nl'.st.• l 1nh;cr·
sitit•s. !1-tust IK' willinf: to study Japanes('.
O("adlinc is Sept. 20. Contac-t Lynzee Drownin~t at
277-44fi7
~tl.!dt>nts

'·'
.

\

15.00

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
·Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

~
~·
.:;:
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MacBride and Bergland are on 0
the ballot in 25 states, and hope to ~
be on the ballot in 37 by election ""
time. MacBride and Bergland ~
reportedly view the Libertarian aParty as an alternative for con- ..,
servative Republicans.
-.J

1-lou~e-Orientntiort for rre~hmen and o;ophomorc\ at
The College or Nuning. Jnrorrmuion and rerrc~h

:r

c;·

o

0

Don't ~tudy too hard. Take a break. Come to thC
dance tJris and ever)' Thursday. The Wagon Wheelers
can teach you how. Dances arc ca~t or Jolmson Gym,
Rm. I 76 at7 p.m.

Kiva Club meeting will be hdd Tues., Scp1. 21 at
6:30p.m. in the Native American Studies Ccn~er.
Agenda will include National Indian EducatiOn
ASliociation conrcrcncc ill Albuquerque, Newspaper
and !>!Udcnt grievances.

~

~

0"

The UNM Simulmion Club will meet Sun., Sept. 19
from !0 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Law Schon] Rm, 110.
Ali people intcrc~tcd in wargame~ or ~imulnlion~ arc
invited to au end,

'
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J:REETLITES

for mayor of Chicago against
incumbent Richard Daley in 1974.

CAPE TOWN, South Africa-Police gunfire killed a mulatt(l man
and wounded three others in violent incidents in the past 24 hours
around Cape Town where a job boycott has forced dozens of industries to close dpwn, a top police official said today.

We Buy Only Your Nice Things,
Because That's What We Sell

PHILIPS 427
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Daily LOBO

. Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
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Apodaca Optimistic Gas-Price lr1creases To Halt!z
By Robert Grebe
At a press conference yesterday in Albuquerque, Gov. Jerry Apodaca
said he was optimistic that the Federal Power Commission would adjust
its July 27 price-regulation order to stop tremendous increases in the price
of natural gas in the state.

Opin;on

LOBO Ad Shows Poor Taste
By Rebekah Szymanski and Dolores Wood
With the Oui advertisement in yesterday's
LOBO, this newspaper displays the complete
lack of taste common to Hustler magazine.
While this type of illustration is suitable for a
bathroom wall, it is insulting and inappropriate
for a university newspaper which should have
standards above a erotic "beaver book."
Not only is the ad in poor taste, but more profit
could have been made by running a local ad of
the same size.
While Oui magazine paid $86.25 for the ad, the
space could have been filled with local advertising for at least $101.20.
What is the reasoning behind running an ad that

loses money?
Is the LOBO trying to provide free pin-ups for
campus perverts?
A certain member of the ad-staff said he felt
he would have been guilty of censoring what
goes into the newspaper had he not run the ad.
Using this reasoning, why isn't he guilty then
of censoring the local advertisers?
Using local advertising at a higher profit is not
censorship but the logical choice for any
salesman with grade-school intelligence.
It's humiliating to work for a paper that would
stoop to such sensationalism. In the future if the
ad-staff cannot demonstrate good taste, we
hope the editors of the LOBO will.

Atty. Gen. Toney Anaya and Cameron Graham, state Energy Resources
Board attorney, will argue the state's case today before the Federal Power
Commision in Washington, D.C.
Concerning drugs, Gov. Apodaca said his administration would be
"open minded" about any legislation that sought to decriminalize
marijuana laws or provide addicts with heroin under state supervision.
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An Explanation of ~Partisanship'
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Calendar Ad Is Sexist,
Offensive in U. Paper
Editor:
I'd like to protest your display
advertisement on Sept. 9 for a
1977 calendar-poster printed on
the back of a nude woman.
I find the ad both offensive

and sexist and was disappointed to see that type of ad in
a university newspaper. I'd ask
that you reconsider future ads
of this nature.
Peggy Rivera

Editor:
I would like to thank Mr. Coston for his help on
Tuesday, Sept. 14. I would also lik'l to explain the
"partisanship" of our registration comillittee.
We are nonpartisan in that we register anyone of
any party affiliation; we do nothing to
discourage anyone from registering and in fact,
we have done everything we can to encourage
all to register. Of the 13 people who have worked
on the cpmmittee, all but one have been
Democrats. In that sense we are obviously partisan.
All the registrars working on Sept. 14, except
Mr. Coston, were also interested in spreading the
word of Mr. Lyon's visit. We could have concentrated on spreading the word of this visit and
not re~Jisterinll voters. Instead we decided to

register voters and I decided that it was only fair
that at the same time we could subtly push Mr.
Lyon's visit. No student wishing to register was
forced to read about Mr. Lyon's visit before
being registeredr the registrars didn't'even mention it verbally to those registering. If there had
been any Republicans helping at our table that
wished to publicize an event, I certainly would
have permitted it. Since we had two jobs to do, I
felt this was the fairest and best way to do it.
Mr. Lyon also is the state legislator for the
University and he was there to speak to all the
students, not just Democrats.
If Mr. Coston or any other individual feel they
can do a fairer or more thorough job of
registering voters on this campus, this committee would love to see it done.
Davirl Montaaue

Editor:
I would like to respond to Mr.
Speer's somewhat eloquent
query about the Thunderbird
with SOil)e information that
should set the matter straight.
There was no
money
allocated last year to be used for

the magazine, nor was there
any the year before. The issue
published last year was paid for
with money allocated three
years ago. That money was
allocated for use in 1974-75, but
the editorial staff that year failed
to publish an issue or to secure
funding for the next year. Once

funding was discontinued the
student Senate was unwilling to
resume it, especially in light of
the failure to produce an issue
two years ago with money
already allocated. If Mr. Speer
feels he can secure funding, he
should do so.
As for the LOBO serving as
an outlet for creative writing, I
would like to point out that
anything Mr. Speer can submit
would be far better than the
drivel that the LOBO (tomy) has
been printing so far this year.

DOONESBURY
80WRNOR,
IF I MAY

J/J5T A/)f)
A NOTE OF

paragraphs arc more readable.
There is a 250-word limit on letters
to be printed and letters should
include the writer's name, phone
number and address.
Opinions follow the same
guidelines as letters, except that
there is no maximum word limit,
however the writer should keep in
mind that the shorter an opinion,
the more widely read it is.
Both letters and opinions are
subject to editing for length and
possibly libelous content.

11

attributed to blood banks, particularly those which
solicit paid donors, rather than volunteer. Food and
Drug Administration regulations dictate that all
donated blood, whether paid or volunteer, must be
screened for type-B hepatitis.
Primary blood products such as whole blood and
plasma pass directly to the patient from a singlesource donor, Coonce said, and thus can be screened
for serum hepatitis on an individual basis by means of
the radio-immuno assay test. Estimates of the te~t's
level of effectiveness vary widely, but cut off at about
70 per cent.
In addition, the test can only rule out type B
hepatitis (provided the test is effective), and cannot
detect a third strain of hepatitis. Designated non-A
non-B, this strain is also associated with transfusions.
·Very little is known about, except that it seems to be a

The booklets are evaluations of
numerous UNM professors by the
students in each of their classes.
The evaluation booklets are
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Board

Unsigned cd1!tmals represent a
majority opinion of the Daily Lobo

Managing Editor
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News Editor
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Staff. AU olher columns, cartoons
and lettcrs mpresent il1e opmmn
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Support LOBO Advertisers

Sternberg said to date approximately 900-1000 of the
booklets have been sold. The
bookstore alone, said Sternberg,
sold at least 640 of the books.

Save y, on leather
Coats for Men & Women,
Down- or
Polyester- Filled
Men's j'lckets &
Pile- Lined Vests!
ALSO CHOOSE
Children's Coats for
Only $11.88
Men's Fancy Western Shirts
For $8.95 & Ladies' Short-Sleeved
Tops for $2.22
Behind
Pioneer Wear

1718

Yale Blvd., S.E.

Open 9:00·5:30

Mon. Thru Sat.

242-9535
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Honteutade Sou1•s Daily
Breal.:fast • Lunch • Ditutct"
3 Daily Meal S1•ecials

DEALER.S IN NEW AND ·~iNTACiE M~.SJCAL INSfR~MENT.S
rentals "

· accessories

·complete repair service
Please excuse the big
mound of dirt around
us. Here is how to get
to Wild West through ·.
the construction.

All "lcall'l (lt•om licllct•"s Fat"llllli
All 0•·!-!:tuic /No l"•·csc'•·,_·a~ h•c!ll

Editor:
Concerning Mr. Moore's letter
about drivel writing, I have only one
question: "Did he run out of armadillos?" Or perhaps I should say
"white elephants."
Orlando Medina
Editor-in-Chief
8'usan Walton
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Specialists
What About
Armadillos?
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Finally, I would suggest that
Mr. Speer continue writing in
the commode stalls; the audience he can reach there is more
likely to recognize art than is
the audience he will reach
through the LOBO.
George Moore

YO/JZL BG
JOININ6 /J5
INA lim&
SOFTBALL,
WON'T YOIJ,
MR. R/JM5EY!'
/
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could ruin the state, according to a report made by John F. O'Leary, an
administrator of the state Energy Resources Board.

chronic, less virulent strain occurring most often in
persons who have undergone numerous blood transfusions, Mann said.
A greater problem arises with the extraction of the
rarer components of. blood plasma for use il] the
manufacture of blood products used clinically, such
as some coagulants used to treat hemophilia. Large
quantities of plasma must be processed to obtain such
products in sufficient amounts, so the plasma must be
"pooled" from many donor sources, with. an attendant rise in the risk of contamination from any one
donor.
Some manufactured products, notably Lyothilized
(freeze-dried) J;.actor VIII and IX concentrate
(varieties of antihemophilics) carry a very high risk,
and are recommended by some authorities only for
treatment of emergency cases, Coonce said.

booklets but st1ll wish to do so have
until 5 p.m. Wed., Sept. 22. After
that date the booklets will no longer
be available.

0

1111s will mean an approximate $75 a year increase to the consumer and

The drawing will take place on
the mall Friday, Sept. 24 .. The
winners will be selected by mat- available at the UNM bookstore,
ching the drawn numbers with the the information desk and the
ASUNM offices on the second
stamped number on the flyleaf of noor of the SUB.
the evaluation booklet.
There are also 12 other. prizes:
Les Sternberg, chairman of the
first prize is two tickets to any PEC Teacher Evaluation Committee,
concert; second prize is two tickets and committee member Lori Brown
to any speaker, and; ten third prizes were the principle architects of the
of two tickets to any SUB movie.
raffle. The evaluations took place
Rules for the drawing will appear last spring and the results were
in Monday's LOBO. Those who tabulated during the summer by the
haven't purchased their evaluatio::;n.:__c:...:o..:.m.::m=it..:.te:...:e..:..- - - - - - - - -

by Garry Trudeau
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The tier system, which sets prices according to the date of gas contra~ts,
was designed to gradually increase prices, thereby lessening the impact on
consumers. However, _because of various clauses in intrastate contra~t;,
all gas ,Produced in the state will soon fall under the highest gas rate.

... Jun/cles' Dlsease

By D.M. Flynn
Two season passes to ASUNM
Speakers Committee events, two
tickets to any PEC concert and two
tickets to any SUB movie will be the
grand prize of the Teacher
Evaluation Raffle.
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This page is open to the University community for expressions
they have to make. Any thoughts
the LOBO readers have in the way
of opinions, gripes or compliments
may be turned in for publication.
The one hard and fast rule for
submissions for this page is that the
letter or opinion be signed. If there
is some very good reason why a letter should be printed without a
name, the writer must discuss the
matter with the editor.
Short letters with
short

l('ontinut•tl rrum
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In Washington today Anaya and Gralwm will propose to the Federal
Power Commission that the commission remove the three-tier system or
pricing natural gas and go to a single national rate.

Prizes Listed for Raffle Winners
Of Teacher-Evaluation- Drawing
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UNM Literary Magazine's Money

The governor also announced that the state planning office recommended that the Truth or Consequences area be declared a disaster area
because of extensive flood damage that occurred there Tuesday, Sept. 14.

"'::::
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The governor's press se~retary, Richard De Uriarte, said in a telephone
interview later Thursday that the city of Williamsburg and Sierra County
would receive up to $200,000 in state disaster funds.

Soda Fountain
Ft•csltlv llal.:cd Dcssct•ts
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~ New Method of Teaching

Apodaca to Address
Health Day Gathering

learn to Speak Silently
Hy Angela Robbins
Communicating with a person
who speaks a different language
involves more than thumbing
rapidly (and frantically) through a
pocket dielionary.
More and more people are being
mixed
together and lanlluagc
difl'crcnccs ol'tcn present a dead
end. Fortunately, there is an
alternative to the person who wants
a faster, more effective, and fun
to
learn
a
foreign
way
language-the Silent Way.

JudiRothmar

The Silent Way is a unique and
creative method of teaching
developed by Dr. Caleb Gattegno in

New York that "brings people back
to the way in which thev learned
their native tongues as babies, and
re-awukcns tha, language-learning
equipment
which
everyone
pos.sesscs, but which is so often
neglected after in fancy." Recently,
two women introduced the Silent
Way to New Mexico . .Judi Rothman, an instructor with the English
Tutorial Program at UNM, and
'casilda Pardo originated the
Albuquerque Language Institute in
order to teach the Silent Way.
These two women have encouraged
many teenagers, adults, and even
children to try this method and
results have been successful for
both the instructors and the pupils.
The Silent Way is so named
because the instructors speak very
little and only what is to be learned
in the lesson. Students are encouraged to correct each other and
to use their imaginations. This
provides a comfortable learning
atmosphere
without
formal
classroom lecture and drill.
Althougi1 this method is not
taught at UNM, Rothman occasionally incorporates parts of it
into her English classes. She hopes
to spark interest in other students
and teachers in order that the Silent
Way might become a more popular
and widely used way.

liov. Jerry Apodaca is scheduled to discuss New Mexico's health
roblems at the New Mexico Health Day, sponsored by UNM Health SerP_
today at 1 p.m. in the ballroom of the Four Seasons Motor Inn.
VIC~~llibits will be presented showing what jo.bs are available locally ~or
pw.ons entering medical fields. Representat.Jves fr.om 28 New Me~1co
communities, along with 10 health-hiring serv1ces, Wlll have presentatwns
in the ballroom from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
.
Students studying health sciences are scheduled to meet w1th the
representatives. The goal of the program is to expose students t~ the many
opportunities available in their ~areer outsJde Al.buquerque, smd Dr. Ben
.
.
Daitz, co-chairman of New Mextco Health Day.
The program gives students the chance to s~e exactly what ts ava1lable to
them in the smaller communities where help IS so desperat~ly needed, SUJd
Margie Taylor, public information officer for the h~alth sc~ences. .
The program is scheduled to begin at 10 a.m. w1th an mtroductwn by
Daitz and Dr. Max Bennett, co-chairman of the program. At 10:~~ a.m.,
small discussion groups are to be formed to· discuss what co?'n;umt1es can
do to facil'.tate health education, what health proble':'s ex1st 1n the state
and what the State Legislature and UNM are domg to solve these
problems. The afternoon is free for everyone interested to view the
exhibits and talk with the representatives.

Renter's Insurance
Rare in UNM Area
By Tim Gallagher
A survey of local insurance
companies showed that very few
students living in the University
area purchase renter's insurance
and that they might have trouble
buying it if they wanted it.

What type of people sign up for an
ASUNM Computer Date?
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Votes Cut on Planning Committee
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Coronado Cuties are looking
for Animal Love!
Sign up today!

[ASUNM Computer Date ttatch)
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Spokesmen for the four insurance companies contacted in the
Survey-All-State
Insurance
Company, Marsh and. McLennan
Inc., Manuel Lujan Agencies and
the Prudential Insurance Company '
of America, said they sold "very
little'' renter's insurance to
students.
Bernie Wessel, sales agent for
All-State, said, "Many students are
turned off by the $250 deductible
clause. Most of them only want to
insure a TV or a stereo and the $250
clause doesn't help them."
But John Shields, manager of
Prudential said, "An insurance
company isn't likely to insure a
student who only has a $900 stereo.
Students probably can't get covered
so that's why a lot of them don't
try."
Shields also said insurance agents
are less likely to try and sell renter's
insurance because there is very little
money in it for them. "If an agent
sells $5,000 worth of renter's insurance for a premium of $40, there
are only a few dollars a year in it for
him. Who wants to mess around
with that when you can sell trust
funds?"
Shields said the few renter's
insurance policies they sell are to
persons who inquire. Agents
usually sell insurance policies by
going to the individuals. "There's
not much solicitation for renter's
insurance," Shields said.
The companies said many factors
were involved in the rare for insurance and the possibility of
getting it. They listed such things as
the type of housebuilding (brick
buildings are cheaper to insure than
stucco), the number of units in the
complex (the more units, the higher
the rate), the rate of crime in the
area, the rating of the fire
department in the area and the
water pressure.
Shields put special emphasis on
the frequency of fire in the area.
"A volunteer fire department will
raise the rates and if the water
pressure in the area is low, that will
cause a higher rate," said Shields.
The incidence of crime in the
student area also was a factor in the
higher rates near the campus. All
four companies agreed that the high
rate of crime ncar the campus is
responsible for the high premiums
and high deductible.
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Attention Student
Organizations!
fhe Deadline For Re·
c_ hartering Is September
17, 1976. For Further
Information Call The
Student Activities
Center
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This bicycle rack is on the top of Zimmerman Library,
far from thieves and cyclists.

Community College Numbers Rise
Despite Lack of Parking,Facilities
By Steve Nolan
Community College enrollment
at UNM has increased 25 per cent
each year since 1973 despite a lack
of classroom facilities and
inadequate parking on the UNM
campus, said llse Gay, assistant
dean of the Division of Continuing
Education and Community Services.
Gay estimated at least 4,300
people haye enrolled in the
Community College for the fall
semester. Over 100 courses ranging
from basic Spanish to "The World
of Wine," a class which inclu~es
two wine-tasting sessions, are bemg
offered.
People from all over the
Albuquerque community are
enrolled in the courses, said Gay.
The average age of the students is
36, but Gay said more · sen~or
citizens were attending Commumty
College classes. She said she thinks
the reason for this is a new special
tuition discount offered people over
60.
Gay said enrollment might . be
higher, except there is little parkmg
on the UNM campus and many
areas are poorly lighted. As a
result, she said, some people are
reluctant to walk through some
areas of the campus, such as Yale
Park.

Another problem, Gay said, is
that some classes such as
Photography
Darkroom
Techniques had to be dropped,
because the facilities on campus
now are always in usc by UNM
students and there are no other
facilities available in town. Other
fine arts courses have to be offered
at high schools by high school
instructors, because of the accessibility to proper facilities those
instructors have. All the UNM art

facilities are usually in use by UNM
students, said Gay.
Also, many facilities around
Albuquerque cannot be used by the
Community College because they
do not have the personnel to service
the classrooms, said Gay. People
are needed to keep doors unlocked
and restroom facilities clean, she
said.
Gay said she hopes Community
College enrollment tapers off until
adequate facilities can be found.

level it commits not only me, but
the administration," Travelstead

said.
The Committee took the
following actions:
-Appointed Jo I111 ( . an1cy,
. ']
associate pro f essor o f ct.v•
engineering, head of the parkmg
.
su bcommlllec;
-Appointed Robert Holzapfel,
professor of Modern and Classi.cal
Languages, head of the landscaplllg
subcommittee;
.
-Asked the office of the
University Architect to remove the
bicycle rack from the roof of
l.'tllllinucd on pa~c 16
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AUSTRALIA
[505] 842-855(,

Th1s Albuquerque number will reach the only man
town who can tell you wher€ to ftnd Foster's Imported
Auslrdltan Lager Beer:

m

James Franchini -· Southwest Distributing Company

If you've gol a lasle for Au~Ira/Ja, g1ve him a call
And become a Fo"ter's child.

With
Ace Trucking Co.

Actual Size.

Free
Sept. 20 thru 24
SU 8 Ballroom Lobby
•

Sponsored By Student Activities

STUDENT INITIATED COURSES
IN THE
UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM
We would like to have proposals from undergraduate students for one
credit hour undergraduate seminars for Semester II, 1976-77.
Proposals should be made on a form, which is available, together with
information on the program and some guidelines ~~r propo~als, at the
Honors Center (ground level), west wing of the H umamttes Butldmg).
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A Safe Place for Bikes

By Dolores Wood
A member of the Campus
Planning Committee said in a
meeting yesterday, that he is
worried the new committee rules
will reduce the faculty's voice in
planning decisions.
Before the new rules, the
planning committee included three
University vice presidents, seven
faculty members, a Regent, an
undergraduate student, and a
graduate student.
Since the rules were implemented
the committee membership is the
same, but now only the faculty
members have a vote on recommendations the committee sends
the administration.
Committee member Robert
Holzapfel is concerned that the
administration will ignore the
faculty's recommendations because
the administrators no longer vote
on them.
"It may be that we have cut
ourselves off from power," he said.
University Architect Van Dorn
Hooker, when asked if the committee would lose its clout, said,
"To some extent. When you have

three vice presidents and a Regent
with a vote, that's pretly strong
backing."
Provost Chester Travelstead,
Vice President John Perovich, and
acting Vice President Karen Blaser
said they liked the idea of
separating the faculty and administration. They said that in
recent years, it has been a problem
convincing the faculty that
recommendations are not approved
just because the administration
members who are on the committee
had a voice in these recommendations.
"If I vote for something on this

DEADUNE FOR SUBMITTING PROPOSALS IS
SEPTEMBER 24, 1976
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Now let's find where your
special interests are .

The following statements are intended for matching attitudes and values. Please enter
the number closest to your reaction.
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'@

@]leaves me cold/not interested
OJ no experience but interested
[lJ familiar with it and interested
@] much into it
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Sponsored by Associated Students University of New Mexico
and 1>\!ltn Sigma Pi
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Scuba Diving
Bicycling
Swimming
Bowling
Pooi/Bi lliards
Tennis
Spectator Sports
Snow Skiing
Water Skiing
Sailing
Basketball
Camping
Softball
Horseback Riding
Ice Skating
Golf
Pinball
Travel
Country-Western Music
Folk Music

Most computer date match services are for losers. You've heard the pitch- "lonely, divorced, widowed." Who would sign up for
a date match like that?
This computer date match is for everybody - jocks, jerks, junkies, jesus freaks; spare changers, tire changers; modern artists, con
artists; smokers, tokers; rah-rah's, rednecks; over$1!Xed, undersexed; AM listerners, FM listeners; TV watchers, bird watchers; fence
sitters, baby sitters; penny pinchers, penny pitchers; tacos, matzoh balls; anarchists, reactionaires; hippies, narcs; Campus Police;
Greeks, dormies, townies; boozers, teetotalers; easy on the onions, heavy on the ketchup- even you: Mr. and Ms. NMU Public.
Our computer can quickly search through thousands and find those special types with whom you are most likely. to
communicate and enjoy dates. There is no easy way we can predict you'll have a dreamdate. But even if your matches don't have
that "special pazazz", the sharing of many interests, attitudes and values will open a channel for a rewarding friendship. And if
you're goin!l with someone already, the computer date match is a good way to see if you're really compatible.
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THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
First, answer the questions below as honestly as possible. Mail the form to us with your check or money order for $3.50 or
$2.75 for those mailed in groups' of six or more. The deadline for applications is Friday, September 17, 1976.
.
Our computer will compare your responses with
those of all others and report the closest matches. Along with each match's first
name and phone number, you receive from the computer three separate scores of similar interests; attitudes and values; and
appearances and background. You make the final decision on what's more important. You will receive between three and fifteen
matches. If the computer can't find at least three we will refund your money.
All information on your application will be held in strict confidence. Only your first name and telephone number will be
released to others. The data you supply will be used only for matching you with a compatible date. No data will be sold or in any
way released to another group. Anyone getting your name will also be on your list so you may be certain that those who call and
identify themselves really are computer date matches.
To participate in the ASUNM Computer Date Match:
• You must be at least eighteen years old and single
• You must be a registered student, faculty or staff member at the University of New Mexico
• You must not annoy any of your matches should they decline to get acquainted
Send completed form and a money order or check made out to
UNM Computer Date Mntch
the Delta Sigma Pi for $3.50 ($2.75 if 6 or more forms are
Delta Sigma Pi
enclosed in the same envelope) to:
P.O. Box 13207

'

Phi Mu's Are .....
Quality Not Quantity
tf~.-e-C~~

Free
Dance
And
Coupons!
Appli~ations

It is important for you to place an answer in each appropriate box. Items with a • MUST be answered. Think
carefully. The following items will eliminate from your prospective matches those persons whom you would not
consider dating.
•1 am: r1·male. 2-female.
+My height is: ft. and Winches.
My match must be no more than:t;: inches shorter or
inches taller than I am.
•My age is.
years.
My match must be no more than:~~ years younger or
years older than I am.
+I drink:
My match must drink no more than:~
1-never.
My match must drink at least:
2-sometimes
in a group or rarely.
+I smoke:~
3-occasionally.
My match must smoke no more than:~
· 4-often.
+I might smoke pot:
My match must smoke pot no more than:~
+My attitude on drugs·is: 1 never take drugs. 2 open mind on soft drugs.
My match's attitude on drugs must be no more liberal than:~ 3-open mind on hard drugs.
+I am: 1 undergraduate. 2-!Jraduate/professional.
My match mu'st NOT be (if it matters):~ 0 3-faculty/staff.
~~~~~----------------+I am:
1'- Amencan.
·
2- f ore1gner.
·•
.f
't
)
My rna t ch must NOT be (1 1 matters :
•My race is: 1 Black, 2-Caucasion. 3 Oriental. 4 Am. Indian.
My match's race must NOT be (if it matters): LllliJ5-Latino. 6-Arab. 7-lndia Indian.
• My religion is:_ 1-no religion. 2-Catholic. 3-Pratestant. 4-Jewish.
5-Christian. 6-Greek Orthodox. 7-Moslem.
My match's religion must NOT be (if it matters):' [I]rr:IJC[JS-Unitarian. 9-0uaker.
. .
+I am:r- 1- a fraternity/sorority member.
My match must NOT be (If It matters): 2 independent.
The following items will be used to select matches on the basis of background and appearances.
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•My hair color is mostly (enter two if mixed):rI prefer match's hair (ranked favorite to least favorite):r- (][]=:J 1-Biack. 2-Brown. 3-Bionde. 4-Red.
•My hair length is: 1-shorter than average. 2-average.
I prefer my match's hair length to be: i= 3-longer than average. 4-much longer than average.
•(men) I have:
H 11 clean shaven face. 2 moustache.
(women) I prefer:
U 13 side burns. 4 beard.
+(women) I wear make-up: 1-never/little. 2-special occasions.
(men) I prefer matches who wear make-up:r- 3 regularly.
+I spend approximately:
1 1dollars per year for clothes
. • My weight is:
11
1pounds.
•The highest level of formal education 1-grade school. 2-hJgh.,sch.ool. 3-two year college.
completed by my fath~r or mother was:a4-four year college. 5-gr~_duate/professional.
My family's annual income range is: 1 less than $8,000. 2-$8,000 $15,000.
3-$15,000-$35,000. 4-more than $35,000.
+I grew up mostly in a·a1-rural/small town. 2-mediurn sized city.
I prefer my match to be from
3-larger city. 4-large metropolis.

~a~~k Music
Classical Music
Opera
Group Singing
0 Play a Musical Instrument
0 Dancing at Dances
0 Attending Plays
0 Reading, Non-Fiction
0 Reading, Fiction
Poetry
Science Fiction
Photography
Painting and Drawing
Arts and Crafts
Play Production and Acting
Folk Dancing
Bridge
Backgammon
Chess
Political Campaigning
Student Activism
Religious Activities
Transcendental Meditation
Yoga
Astrology
Health Foods
Vegetarianism

§

write in special interests which
you are much into (please print):
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+ Name: last,
first for
mailing label:
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irieiijde dorm room/ apt. no.
dorm name.
• Your first name or nickname unique to your phone
number (only this name as listed here and your
phone number will appear on each match'5 report):
•Local phone (if you have none
list a number where you can
be reached):

(505)

I

1111111111
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+ENTER ADDRESS CODE:
11. Alvarado
12. t:oronado
13. De Vargas
14. Hokona
15. laguna
16, Onate
17. Santa Ana
18. Fraternity
19. Sorority
20. Other, 87131
21. Other, giVe zip:L-L_J_J..-L..:.·~
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READ CAREFULLY- THIS PARAGRAPH IS A RELEASE OF ASUNM AND INTERPERSONAL RESEARCH FROM ANY LIABILITY ARISING FROM
PERSONAL INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGES WHICH YOU MAY SUSTAIN IN CONNECTION WITH THIS CONTRACT. THIS MUST BE SIGNED
BEFORE WE WILL PROCESS YOUR FORM.

In consideration of Associated Student University of New Mexico (ASUNM), Delta Sigma Pi (ilL H) and Interpersonal Research·s comparing my responses on
their form to those responses of all others and reporting the closest matches as set down in the above contract, I hereby release ASUNM,. ~[]and Interpersonal
Research, their agents, officers, servants, and employees of and from any and all liability, claims, demands, actions and causes of action whatsoever arising out
of or related to anv loss, damage or injury, Including death, that may be sustained by myself or my proferty and that subsequently accrue to m~ by reasons
growing out of or in anywise connection with, directly or indirectlY~ services rendered by ASUNM, ALI and Interpersonal Research under this contract. Thi-s
release shall be binding upon my distributees, heirs, next of kfn, executors and administrators.
In Signing the foregoing release; I hereby ac~nowfedge and represe11t: (a) That I have read the foregoing release, understand it; and sign it voluntarily; (b) That
I am at least 18 years of age and of sound mmd; (c) That I am a student, faculty or staff member at the University of New Mexico and the ASUNM has my
permission to verify this fact through UniversitY records,

X-------------·----------

+DATE
© 1976 Interpersonal Research. fnc.

<D 1976 Interpersonal Research, Inc.
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Most of my friends regard me as a se11sitive person.
I feel I am ready to settle down and get married.
I usually put things away when I finish using them.
A person can be very moral without being religious.
.I would prefer to have a well-maintained old house rather than a new house.
Marijuana should be legalized.
Movies deal too explicitly with sex today.
I might marry after I knew my partner for only a short time WI knew 1 was in love.
The great majority of our elected officials are really quite honest.
Two single people who are only strongly phy$ically attracted to each other should have
intercourse as often as they like.
When you fall head·over·heels-in·love it's sure to be the real thing.
One isn't really a well rounded person until one has sexual relations with several people.
I find myself reluctant to make close friends with someone of another race.
I could not condone the killing of another human being, even in war.
I read the newspaper's editorial page frequently.
I believe in a Supreme Being who controls our destiny.
I belong to many clubs and organizations.
I am punctual and rarely miss an appointment.
A couple should live together for a while before getting married.
If a member of my family wanted to marry someone of another race, I would try to talk
him or her out of it.
0 I might quit a higher-paying job to work at something personally rewarding.
Sex education should not be taught in the public schools.
I would be reluctant to become friends with a homosexual of my own sex.
I find myself frequently afraid to accept new challenges.
There are probably only a few people that I could really fall in love w1th.
I am proud of my body and I love to show it off.
I attend religious services regularly and I would prefer a date who does also.
I would vote for a woman as President of the U.S. if she were qualified.
I am affectionate and usually don't hesitate to express my feelings.
If my country were in dange~ of being overcome by a foreign enemy, I would not risk
my life to help save it.
I am willing to sacrifice much of my social life in order to achieve my academic goals.
Love is best described as an exciting thing rather than a calm, peaceful thing.
1 would like to have a large family.
I feel ill at ease when someone tells a dirty joke in mixed company.
When I hear a good joke, I usually remember it and relate it to my friends.
I easily get angry.
Each person should pay their own way on a date.
I definitly plan to go to graduate school.
I believe that if I were wealthy, most of my problems would take care of themselves.
I would probably cheat on an exam if my degree were in jeopardy and if there were
little chance of getting caught.
I am going to college because my parents urged me.
I often like to spend some time by myself.
Working wives are deserting their families for a career.
I usually try to make detailed plans for tomorrow's activities.
I believe in a God who answers my prayers.
I would rather do things with others than by myself.
Parents have a responsibility to provide religious training for their children.
I would have premarital intercourse with someone I loved very much.
I am more a listener and follower than a leader.
If my child, brother, or sister were charged with a serious crime, I would lie under oath
to protect him or her.
I feel ill at ease when a friend tells me his or her problems.
I get a special delight from playing harmless practical jokes on friends.
The more in love one becomes, the more jealous one becomes.
I like most pets.

If we missed any, you may
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Can Be Left At Special Desk On North Mall Between 9:30a.m. and 1:3u p.m. 'l'oday
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Albuquerque, NM 87112

Use ball point pen. No pencils or felt pens please.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
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LOBO Guide to the movies I
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Love. and l>eath is Woody lop form. If you want to know Guild at 265-0220 for the times.
Allen's version of Tolstoy's War more about this film, read the
and Peace. Filmed in Russia, it is a review on· page 12 of loday's
little like the original, but much LOBO. At 5:30, 7:30 & 9:30 at the
The Long Goodi>ye and Buffalo
Funnier. Tonight and tomorrow Louisiana Mall.
Bill and the Indians arc two Robert
night at the SUB at 7 & 9:15.
Sex with a Smile starring Marty Altman films which are showing (I
Steamboat Hill Jr. and Max and Feldman is showing at the Lobo at hope) at the bon Pancho's. The
His Dog are two silent comedies. 7:30 & 9:40. See the review on page Long Goodbye stars Elliot Gould.
Steamboat Bill Jr. is a 1928 comedy 12.
Buffalo Bill stars Paul Newman,
starring and directed hy Buster
Twelve Chairs is a Mel Brooks Will Sampson and Frank Kaquitt
Keaton. Max and His Dog features comedy which will show at the and is one of the best films ever
French comedian Max Linder. Sun- Guild Saturday and Sun. Call 265- made on this continent. It is about
day night at 7:30 at Rodey Theatre 0220 for details.
the white Anglo-Saxon manifest
in the Fine Arts Center.
Nashville, Robert Altman's most destiny myth and its meeting with
Uttle Murders stars Elliot Gould popular film, will be showing at the reality. Call Don Pancho's at 247and Donald Sutherland in an adap- Guild Mon. & Tues. 1f you want to 4414 for detat'ls.
· ts
· J'k
tat1'on of Jules Fei ffcr's play. know wI1at t I1e city
1 e .or see
f.
G<J Ape t's really not the title of a
Tonight at the Guild at 7:30 & 9:40. what America's best tim d'trector
Obsession is like Hitchcock in can do, go sec t I11•s one. c a 11 t he film. It's the title of a film festival
which runs 8 V2 hours and includes

•

.

The Return of a Man Called
Horse is a Richard Harris sequel to
his 1969 film called A Man Called
Horse, At the Cinema East at 7:30
& 9:50.
Swashbuckler is a PO pirate/adventure story currently showing at
the Louisiana Mall at 5, 7 & 9·
Harry and Tonto and Spys are
double features at the Encore. Art
Carney is in Harry and Tonto
which shows at 8:35. Elliot Gould
and Donald'Sutherland are in Spys
at 7 & 9:30.
The Sailor Who Fell from Grace

with the Sea starring Sarah Miles
and Kris Kristofferson is showing
at the Louisiana Mall at 5:40, 7:40
& 9:40p.m. A love story of sorts.

'

I

.

Survive is about some people
who eat each other. At the Hiland
at 7 :45 & 9: 30p.m.
The Great Scout and Cathouse
Thursday stars Lee Marvin and is
supposed to be something like Cat
Ballou. At the Cinema East at 7 & 9
p.m.
.
Alice in Wonderland is showing
at the Fox Winrock. This is not the
Disney cartoon or any of the other
older versions you might be
familiar with,
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A Good Concert 1n

1·1

Spite of the Bouncers
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Review by Lynda Spar her
Does anyone really know how many times Linda
Ronstadt has appeared in concert in the Albuquerque
area? Despite the frequency of her "visits," still she
packed in the crowds at the Civic Auditorium Wednesday night.
Ronstadt's lead guitarist from Heart Like a Wheel,
Andrew Gold, played for the first half of the concert
with her band.
I've never been aware of Gold's ability before, but
his performance as a vocalist, key boarder, and
guitarist was enough to convince me to check out his
one-and-only solo album.
The music as a whole was energetic and the
musicians complemented each other. Gold's set was
liberally sprinkled with rock 'n roll, blues and country.
~
Gold continued to play during Ronstadt's set. Her
selections convinced me to hang on to and cherish her
old albums and avoid her latest.
Old favorites like "Heat Wave," "Silver Threads
and Golden Needles," and "Your No Good" set the
audience into cheers and hollers, but her newest
releases brought only polite applause.
There was something different about the concert atmosphere that was hard to single out at first, but soon

f'

Tunnel Vision is some madness
brought to you 'by the Saturday
night people.
.
Showing at theM Plaza at 6, 7:50 &
9:40.

Planet of the Apes, Beneath the
Planet of the Apes, Escape from
the Planet of/he Apes, Conquest of
the Planet of the Apes and Battle
for the Planet of the Apes. It starts
at 10:45 at the Hiland.
Hruce Lee-Super Dragon is a film
about one of America's most
popular cult heroes. At theM Plaza
at6:15, 8:00&9:45.
Starbird and Sweet William is a
family nature film. At 5:45, 7:30 &
9:15 at theM Plaza.
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ALBUQUERQUE
(Spec.) United
Stat<'s Reading Lab will offer a 4 week
course in speed reading to a limited number
of qualified people in tbe Albuquerque area.
This recently developed method of
instruction is the most innovative and
effective program available in the United
States
Not only does this famous course reduce
vour time in the classroom to just one class
per week for 4 short weeks but it also
includes an advanced speed reading course
on cassette tape so that you can continue to
improve for the rest of your life. In just 4
weeks the average student should be
reading 4-5 times faster. In a few months
some students are reading 20-30 times
fast.er attaining speeds that approach 6000
words per minute. In rare instances speeds
of up to 13,000 wpm have been documented.
Our average graduate .should read 7-10
times faster upon completion of the course
with
marked
improvement
in
comprehension and concentration.
'
For those who would like additional
information, a series of free, one hour,
orientation lectures have been scheduled.
At these free lectures the course will be
explained in complete detail, including
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special 1 time only
introductory. tuition that is less than onethird the cost of similar courses. You must
attend any of the meetings for information
about the Albuquerque classes.

'l'ht•.-t· oriental ions arp Opl'n to the public,
abovt· agP J 4, f pt>tsons undPr 18 should hP
a<·<·ompaniPd b~· a parent if possiblPl.

l·
l.,'

Forgotten FQntQsies
Dave Liebman & Richard primarily acoustic music, with a
Beirach/Forgotten Fantasies/A&M great emphasis on solo and duet
Horizon SP 709
performances. The German ECM

Savoy/ Arista re-releasc series are
characteristic of a new reverance
for our musical past. This has led to
label has been very influential in a complex eclecticism, in which bepopularizing
this
sort
of bop, free jazz, European influences
Review by Keith F. Davis
"Europeanized jazz," with a whole and rock are accepted as valid styles
It is a really fascinating process string of solo (J arret!, Corea, etc.) from which to synthesize a new and
watching the Jazz of the Seventies and duet albums (Gary Burton and meaningful musical form. For
take Form. From this close vantage others). In this country the example, Liebman has played with
Wheel
Drive,
John
pqint I still think it possible to place recording of solo albums by Cecil Ten
the jazz of this decade in per- Taylor and McCoy Tyner and the McLaughlin, Elvin Jones and Miles
spective, and to see it as a logical, duet albums of Anthony Braxton Davis, and these various rock, jazzand indeed vital, extension of the and Marion Brown put the rock and post-bop strains are
last 35 years of the art. The established avant-garde at least woven tightly together in his own
tendency toward a personal, lowering of our artistic sights.
revolution at Minton's, led by nominally in this mold of intimate, music.
romantic and even sentimental Perhaps recuperation is growth. In
Parker, Monk and Gillespie introspective solitude. (One of
Ultimately it must be decided music represents a real growth from any case, Liebman is a musician to
produced bop, a racy, nervous Burton's duet albums was entitled
whether Forgotten Fantasies in the rich past we seem so aware of, be watched; he has the background
music reflecting the unrest of the Alone Together).
particular and this extended genre or if this is instead a period of and skills to evolve with the music
war and cold-war years. Out of
Forgollen Fantasies and this in general fulfill our personal musical recuperation, a pragmatic of this decade and the next.
Bop's angularity and energy came
the classicism and restraint of 'cool genre of Seventies jazz is also criteria as stimulating, challenging
characterized by a sense of history and enjoyable music. It is a
jazz' as typified by Miles Davis and
and eclecticism. The Bluenote and question in my mind whether this
Clifford Brown, in the first half of
The Cultural Program Committee
the 50's. The latter half of that
The Associated Students UNM
decade (and much of the 60's) was
dominated by the dynamism and.
technical complexity of hard bop,
as heard in Sonny Rollins, Horace
Silver and John Coltrane. The 60's
begot free jazz and .ocial
Presents
revolution. The music of Ornette
Coleman, Coletrane, Archie Shepp,
Cecil Taylor and others was an
uncompromising
music
of
"'"~G\.J.S FAIRBA:t.fis
emotionai and religious intensity
~0 ..., ... ,.,,..
.. ~"' 1''"'~:~ ....,, ,.," -' .. Slf.
which drew on Arabic and African
"COKE" ENNYDAY
influences, and threw traditional
America's Most Prestigious Folk Ensemble
concepts of tonality, meter and
4/!\l
symmetry to the winds.
48 Singers, Dancers, Musicians
THE MYSTERY DfTHE

I

If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course too time consuming ... now you can!
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
more.

If you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are a
business person who wants to stay abrl'ast
of today's everchanging accelerating world
then this coursl' is an absolute necessity.
These special one-hour leeiurPs \>ill lw
held at the following times and plarP~.

Thursday ,Sept.l6-Room 250(;
Friday, Sept.l7-Room 250C
Saturday, Sept.l8-250C
Monday, Sept. 20-250C
Tuesday, Sept. 21-250C
Wednesday, Sept.
Friday, Sept.24-250C
Saturday, Sept. 25-250C
The Meetings will be at
6:30PM & again at 8:30PM
On weekdays and at 1:30PM
Saturdays.
They will be held in the
UNM student union Building.

Popejoy Hall

Corduroy Blazer, Pant
and Vesl of 83% Cotton and I 7o/o Pofyes/er
Pl:. TER

POLLY and
WRANGLER
thinks
Americans should get
what 1hey pay for ....

All this brings us to Forgotten
Fantasies, a lovely album by Dave
Liebman, on tenor ··and soprano
saxes and alto flute, and Richard
Beirach, on acoustic piano. Several
years together in Liebman's group
Lookout Farm have resulted in an
interplay and understanding quite
remarkable; Beirach's rich and
romantic piano is complemented
beautifully by Liebman's shimmering, danc,ing, moaning, singing
and wailing, on saxes and flu,te.
These men are indeed very good at
what they do; and what they do
seems so fully a product of
Seventies Jazz in its conservatism
and eclecticism.

$46.50

are a btJsiness_man, stu!J~:n.f:.,_ .
housewife.or executive this course, which
took 5 years of intensive research to
develop, is a must. You can read 7-10 times
faster. comprehend mete, concentrate
belln, and remember longrr. Students arp
offl•r·rd an additional disrount. This eoursp
<·an hl' taught to indw;lr·:v or rivie groups at
'>\lrt'

l()

"' .... ,, ...... _..___

·~·.

Peter Polly
72 Winrock Center
232 Montgomery Plaza

AMAN

'~"1>f"•'~l.u•"·

Junior Sizes 3-13

If you

"(;roup ratps" upon I'PCJUPst. llP

It wasn't until the last few songs that Ronstadt
moved more than two feet from her microphone and
boogied a bit with her musicians. She seemed much
more at ease with a tamborine in her fist.
Despite the diminutive response to Ronstadt\
material, the concert as a whole was lively and worthwhile. Unlike most artists who will stick to their
latest cuts almost as if to punish unresponsive
audiences, Ronstadt let the crowd have what they
wanted-almost all of her hit releases.
As a result, the concert turned out as a "best
of-and a little more" Ronstadt bonanza. None of the
crowd seemed dissatisfied and she will probably sell
out again on her next visit.

LOBO Jazz Review

J

NATIONALLY KNOWN
SPEED READING
COURSE TO BE
TAUGHT HERE
IN ALBUQUERQUE

became apparent: the crowd was remaining sedately
seated and Jacked the usual dancing and f'oot stomping. The promoters had placed "bouncers" of sorts
in front of and around the crowd and the hulks would
physically push enthusiastic fans back onto the floor.
Ronstadt, bedecked with a flower in her hair,
seemed detached from her audience, talking to them
only once or twice to mumble something like "nice to
be back in the Southwest." She didn't even plug her
new album, and looked toward the back of the
auditorium, avoiding the eyes of the fans in front.
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After the raw energy of the 60's,
this ct~cade has seen a return to a
solidly traditional (i.e. European)
sense of composition, meter and
melody. It is a more introverted,

'Monday, Sept. 20-Subscribers Nite-8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 21-All seats available-8:15p.m.
Tickets-$8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00

\Nli Fl... ,...

UNM Students \12 Price
Tel. 277-3121

Free Lectures, Demonstrations
Monday and Tuesday
Mon .....: 10:00 Keller Hall-Music
10:30 Theater Arts-Costumes
3:30 Rodey Theater-· Lecture-Demo
FRI.-SAT. MlDNlTE
ALL SEATS $1.50

Tues.-11 :00 Theater Arts-Dance
12:30 Keller Hall As Monday 10:30
2:00 Johnson Gym-Foik Dance Class
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De Palma's Obsession
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developer whose wife (Genevieve
Bujold) and daughter arc kidnapped one night after a
celebration at their home. Although
told not to in the ransom note,
Robertson informs the police. The
chief detective tells Robertson to
deliver blank sheets of paper instead of the $500,000 in cash
requested and, because. of tl1i.s, his
wife and child arc killed.
Robertson spends the next
sixteen years in torment, interested
only in his profession which he
shares with his good-natured
partner. On a business trip in Italy,
Robertson meets a young churchrestoration painter, who, of course,
is the exact look-alike of his wife.
As in VerliMO, this is no coincidence. Robertson and Bujold
seemingly fall in love, but a good
deal of surprises arc in store for the
audiences who think they are
watching a mere romance, not the
least of which is an incredibly
suspenseful finale that contrasts
sharply with the film's previous
quiet pace.
This is Brian De Palma's first

:>-. Ohsession

is silo wing at the
'@ Louisiana Mall Cinema, a/ 1:30,
0 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 and 9:30.
8
Review by Dan Humcnick
·~
In Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo
:2: .I immy Stewart played ~I man
~ haunted by feelings of gm t over
having caused his wife's death.
, After several years of anguish,
~ Stewal'l met and fell in love with a
:';'0 woman who looked exactly like his
"' late wife. The suspense of the film
p_, came from the realization that the
woman was not what she at first
seemed, and that their "chance
meeting" was actually preconceived as part of a sinister
scheme.
Obsession, Brian De Palma's
new film, was inspired by Vertigo,
but the only similarities the two
share arc the same basic theme and
a brilliant musical score by Bernard
Herrmann. Surprisingly, De
Palma's Obsession is superior to
Hitchcock's Vertigo. It is more
suspenseful and much more entertaining.
In Obsession, Cliff Robertson is
Michael Courtland, a rich land

"

z

Sex with a Smile

movie made on a decent budget.
His earlier Greetings and SisteJ;s·
were interesting but were flawed by
bad acting and sloppy camera work.·
In Obsession, De Palma employs an
incredible amount of technical skill,
helped a great deal by the smooth
Love Rmo!'lg the Ruins
work of cameraman Vilmos
Zsigmond (Deliverance) who shot
the film in beautiful sort-focus. swered, and includes an UJl- mystery movie since 1974's
Combine this fine cinematography neccssary and very forced speech Chinatown. It is also the most
with the late Bernard Herrmann's which explains the main mystery. entertaining film of the year so far.
eerie score, and you get an affective Overall, though, it is a logical and
Tliere are very few worthy
very involving story.
mood piece as well as a fun movie.
Hollywood films these days.
Obsession is the most rewarding Obse:,c>ion is one of the worthiest.
The acting is good, though not
great or exceptional. Robertson
pretty much plays himself. He
occasionally substitutes "deadpan" for "tormented" but not
enough for it to become irritating.
Genevieve Bujold is fine, too, as
both Robertson's wife and new
found love. The audience never
seems to suspect who she really is
until the very end of the movie.
Writer Paul Schrader (Taxi
Driver] has done an excellent job in
unraveling the mystery, and in Leonard Mallin, ed. /Hollywood: The Movie Factory/Popular Library
Review by J. M. Cranfill
supplying a good surprise ending,·
In
the
decades
before
Vladimir Zworykin's magic boob tube brought
but leaves some questions unaninanity and escapism into virtually every American living room, our
nation sought its diversion from the pains of reality in the cool, gentle
darkness of the local movie theatre.
In the Thirties and Forties there was little consideration given to the concept of film as an art form in the production companies of the nation's
film industry. Celluloid was generated to supply a market, not to realize
someone's aesthetic impulse. A collective unconscious of no great level of
.sophistication was waiting to have its fantasies depicted, and the demand
was met not by auteurs du cinema, but by factories.

The Hollywood
movie Factory

A Seties of Racy Skits
Sex With A Smile: currently
showing at the Lobo Theater at
7:40& 9:40,
Review by George Gesner
This sex comedy divides into five
parts and the characters prove
stronger than the plots.
Dream Girl This segment deals
with the reversal of sexual fantasies. The spot starts with a focus
on a sexy woman walking down the
street appreciating the oohs and ahs
of all the deprived village men.
A Jerry Lewis-type figure enters
the plot and is immediately cast into
a fantasy world with this wellendowed woman. When he is
forced back into reality he calls the
woman, a stranger to him, and
relates his fantasies. As this con-

tinues, the fantasies begin to reverse at the end. Barbara Bouchet plays
to the point where the woman has the blonde tricked in love. Some of
the fantasies and the JL-type rejects the scenes are kinky.
her.

Hollywood: The Movie Factory is a collage of journalistic writing
culled from the issues of Film Fan Monthly. The articles, which first appeared in the early Seventies, attempt a broad overview of various aspects
of the Hollywood industry in its heyday.

Catch It While It's Hot is a
bizarre tale about a husband and
wife who suffer emotional
problems. ·The man has trouble
gelling it up and she fears the man
is a homosexual. The question is,
how did she sure him? The solution
is expected.

Divided roughly into equal parts interview and article, the book ranges
over the various divisions of labor in the industry-star, director, sound
man, writer, cartoonist, character actor, etc.
. No murky rhapsodizing on the metaphysical implications of the moving
1mage, such as are found in writings on European cinema, obscures the
gut-level thrust of this account/ the uncritical enthusiasm of that special
Twentieth Century creature-the 'fan'-abounds.

A Dog's Day This is an amusing
tale about a man who saves a Snow
White-type from committing
suicide and they fall in Jove. Then
comes one of the finer actors in the
movie, a jealous german shepherd.
What follows is madness.

Among the more entertaining pieces in the book are a sketch of the
career of Johnnie Mack Brown, a review of one of the "pulp-type" series
of the Thirties: Torchy Blane, and an interview with the talented and perceptive writer, Anita Loos.
Occasionally the book does wax theoretical, as in the analytic survey of
the rise and decline of Hanna and Barbera's Tom and Jerry cartoons.
Generally the pieces remain at the level of the wide-eyed wonder of the
fan, peeking behind the scenes of the magic theatre where dreams are
made and sold, for profit without honor.

Bodyguard The best segment of
all featured the visual and zany
character Marty Feldman as the
overzealous bodyguard. And what
a body he guarded! Feldman is
assigned to protect a rich girl and
accompanies her everywhere.
Feldman's eyes and movements
were hilarious and it was great to
see Feldman with a good script. He
is best in this spot when he is
clothed in cement.
One for t11e .Money is an interesting plot that"is finally revealed
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The characters are excellent in
The book will have appeal for film cultists and collectors of Americana,
this sex spoof, some of the scenes
and
offers a little entertainment foF- the general reader, as well. In our
are weird, and all the women have
time,
television has inherited the role of dream merchant, and the
something
in
comHollywood described here has passed away.
mon-nymphomania.
It
is
This document, like its subject slick and superficial, seems a fitting
definitely an interesting movie.
memorial to this native American phenomenon, the' 'movie factory."
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The Fehlberg Conc~rt
Classical Review: Leonard Fe! berg, violin; Arlef/e Felberg, piano, Friday,
September 10
Review by Jill Scorpio
Listening to Leonard Fe! berg is always refreshing, His presence on stage is
so stimulating, such boundless energy, that no matter what was on your
mind when you came through the door, he carries you away.
His accompanist (and wife) Arlette Felberg, is an equal match for his
energy though perhaps a bit more controlled. The Beethoven sonata was an
especially well-performed work; the dialogue between the performers was
flawless.
Mr. Felberg's forte is his large palate of moods and colors. These were
especially notable in the FAE Sonata and the Danse Suisse of Stravinsky.
The Danse somehow managed to portray two dancers, one of whom
pretended to be shy but was actually very slinky, and the second, who can
only be described as "bubbles." Watch Mr. Felberg's eyebrows, they will
give you a clue.
The recital included a variety of styles. The Hindemith Sonata was
contrasting a wailing, mournful melody and sharp rhythms. The menuette
in the Beethoven sonata was an embellished melody in Mozartian style.
Mr. Felberg teased the audience with a piece by Debussy Le Plus Que Lent
which is the most Romantic piece I have ever heard by him. The listener is
alternately pushed and pulled along with the music in a state of fluctuating
suspension.
Four of the pieces on the program were dances, as was the Allegro of the
Beethoven. I enjoyed these pieces the most because Mr. Felberg not only
plays them well, but even dances along with himself. This makes the
performance even more entrancing, if possible.
As an encore, Mr. Felberg played a Nocturne by Tsehaikovsky which
kept me floating as I left the hall. My friends started dancing in the foyer.
When was the last time you danced Country-Western Hungarian?

Forthcoming Events
The Cecilia Trio will present an all-Baroque program Sunday, Sept. 19,
at 4 p.m. in Keller Hall in the Fine Arts Center at UNM for the second
Keller Hall Series concert.
The trio is composed of three UNM music deJ)artment faculty members.
They are assistant professor Darrel Randall, oboe, and associate
professors Frank Bowen, flute, and Hector Garcia, guitar. They will also
be joined by graduate assistant and soprano Ann Perkins.
Their program selections include the works of Georg Phillipe Tclemann,
Bach and Francois Couperin.

Also Between 3 & 6
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Midtown

BAR
Weekend Special
60 oz. Pitchers

$1.95

Pina Coladas, Ma1 Ta1s, TeqUJ!Is Sunnses .....• 89

Featuring the GYRO-A Unique Greek
Out For A Night On The Town? Use Us As
Your Watering Hole

"lnexpen5ive Libations And
Effacious Entertainment"

Fresh Popcorn
I-25&Lomas
UNM Students Welcome
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Atsenic and Old Lace
who thinks he's Teddy Roosevelt).
Review by Katherine Harris
Arsenic & Old Lace, a Classics A brilliant character actor, Hayden
Theatre Company Bicentennial acts this classically well-written
Production, opened last night in "nutty" role with great bravado
and personalizes it by adding exPopejoy Hall.
A fast-paced, almost incredibly citing clements of mime.
Another superb character actor,
tightly written play, Arsenic & Old
Lace is filled with fantastic punch- Ken Bibeau, shines as Dr. Einlines, hysterical general situations stein-using a Peter Loree voice,
and possibilities galore for great marvelous physical schtick and a
schlick, as well as memorable quicksilver command of facial
expression.
By
bringing
characterization.
Chaplinesque
naivere
to his
As director, John Gardner made
the most of all the comedic op- characterization, Bibeau succeeds
portunities inherent in the show in making the unsavory "plastic
that makes one wonder, "Whatever surgeon," quite lovable.
Phil Nicholson, whose talent as a
happened to Joseph Kesselring?"
The acting, over-all, meets Shakespearean actor is inCTC's traditionally exacting disputable, seems regrettably
standards, but Katy Martin and miscast in Arsenic & Old Lace. As
Amanda Gordon-who head the Mortimer Brewster (the dramacast as the Brewster sisters, Abby critic nephew), Nicholson overplays
and Martha-merit the highest markedly, is absolutely "unaccolades for technical competence,
unflagging
animation
and
creativity.
Both stars have gone far beyond
the characterizations suggested for
them within the script itself.
Amanda Gordon introduces an
unexpected
dimension
of
sophistication to the role of Martha
'and Katy Martin's lively portrayal
of Abby as a sort of aging Shirley
Temple is totally endearing (and
totally believable) throughout.
Bill Hayden is hilarious as their
nephew. Teddy Brewster (the one

Brooklyn" and fails to convey the
stable quality which his pivotal role
as the only sane member of t11c
family would indicate necessary.
Characterizations by virtually all
the remaining actors in this largecast show arc more than
adequate-and, technically, CTC's
Arsenic & Old Lace is flawlcs~. Its
elaborate set is beautifully designed
and exquisitely furnished and
costuming for the production is, in
a word, sensational.
If you missed the Opening Night
performance, plan to sec the show
tonight or tomorrow night at
8: 15-or Sunday afternoon at2:15.
Although its humor dates from
1941, the humor isn't dated, It's
delightful-and timeless. (That's
what makes it a "classic," right?)

-·
"Enjoy" from II p.m. -?

113 Alvarado
(behind Kaps)

New Hours
Thurs. thru Sun.
9- Whatever

***

Cadillac Bob

I
62 oz. Pitcher
$1 591
I
18 oz. Schooner
_ .. :49
I
12 oz. ~u~ .. .. .
.
.... 391
II AbsolutelyTh·e Best Prices. InSandwi~h
Tow~· I
I
I
I

R scene ftom "Atsenlc & Old Lace"

Tomorrow at 8:15p.m. the Company will present a public concert. (Or
so the schedule says.)
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Bonnie Rose
Uncle Nasty's
"A Good Place To Make Friends"

Entertainment 7 Nites 4418 Central S.E.
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Wolfpack Ready fo r 1\11 iner Clash
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Uy Tim Gallagher
Chuck Pettet didn't know he was
going to be quoted when he told
Bill Mondt's secretary, "We're
going to kick butt (on UTEP).
We're tired of hitting each other."
He summarized how the UNM
football teams feel about tomorrow
night's game in El Paso against the
University of Texas at El Paso
Miners at 7:30.
The Lobos have now gone
through a month of spring practices, and almost a month of fall
practices and scrimmages and still
haven't hit anyone but their teammates. Tomorrow night in the Sun
Bowl before an anticipated crowd
of 25,000, all that will change.
UNM has won six straight from
the Miners' and leads the series 2321. The first time the two teams
met was in 1919, before UTEP
head coach Gil Bartosh was a
twinkle in his Granger, Tex. momma's eye.
The Miners have played two
games this season while it will be
the opener for Bill Monell's Wolfpack. UTEP opened the season
with a 38-15 romp over TexasArlington and last week lost to the

New Mexico State Aggies 13-10
despite outgaining the Ags in nearly
every offensive category,
Mondt said he really hadn't had
enough time to think about opening
up against someone who hadn't
played any games. "The schedules
are made up so far in advance that
it doesn't do you any good to worry
about it. I told the players on the
first day of spring practice we were
going to play UTEP in the opener
and we'vejust prepared for them."
Although league rules have
prohibited the Lobes from scouting
UTEP in their first two games,
Mondt feels this has worked to
New Mexico's advantage.
"They don't know anything
about us, but at least we've read the
papers about them.
"I think our players will be a little more emotionally ready because
it is our opener. Also, all the papers
have been picking UTEP to beat us
and that's gotten the players up a
little." (Not all the papers, Bill. See
"Open Fire" on this page.)
Mondt said he couldn't predict
the score of the game. "We're just
going to try to score as many points
as we can an(l try to keep them as

YOUR BEST TEQUILA BUY

\'\'1\I'ORTcO F'RoM
GOLD
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By John Griego
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Photo hy Wendell T. Hunt

The UNM football team is tired of scrimmaging and eager to face UTEP tomorrow night.
low as we can," he said ''~-'ith a
laugh.
Monell described UTEP's defense as "unique. They don't play a
strong side or a weak side. They do
a lot of roving. They're different
from every other college team in
the nation."
The Lobos will start: 6-2, 202-lb.
sophomore Noel Mazzone at quarterback; 5-l 0, J 80-lb. junior
Smokey Turman at tailback; 6-3,
215-lb. sophomore Mike Williams
at fullback; 6-1, 170-lb. junior
Preston "Magic" Dennard at split
end and 6-2, 186-lb. freshman
Ricky Martin at nanker.
On the line for the Lobes at tight
end will be 6-3, 212-lb. freshman
Chris Combs; at strong tackle, 6-2,
247-lb. senior Chuck Pettet; at
strong guard, his brother, 6-4, 243lb. Earl Pettet; at center, 6-5, 260lb. senior, Dave Green; at quick
guard, 6-2, 231-lb. sophomore
Tom Ryan and at quick tackle, 6-3,
244-lb. senior Tom Morris.
The Lobo defense will look like
this: at left end, everybody's AllAmerican, 6-2, 226-lb. senior
Robin "King" Cole; at left tackle,
6-7, 250-lb. senior Andy Frederick;
at middle guard, 6-2, 250-lb. senior
Bob Schultz; at right tackle,
Eldorado's 6-3, 223-lb. sophomore
Robert Rumbaugh and at right
end, 6-2, 214-lb. senior Bruce
Herron.
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"The Most
Inexpensive Spirits
To Be Found Anywhere"

BIG
WEEKENDS
J,ast Mile Ramblers
'This Sunday & Nexf
With

Gone from last year's UNM golf
team, which was ranked fifth
nationally, are superstars Brad
Bryant and Ray Cragun. Entering
the scene is potential supe~sta~
Mark Pelletier:
Pelletier is a 1975 graduate of
Sandia High School where he was
the New Mexico State High School
Golf champion of 1975. He is a
sophomore at UNM majoring in
BUS with an emphasis in Speech
Communication.
As a freshman on last year's.
team Pelletier saw plenty of action
but performed poorly in the WAC
championships.
Pelletier said he was in a slump
from May through June of this
year and that was probably the
reason for his poor perfo~mance in
the WAC.
"I really didn't start playing well
until the end of July. I took a week
of lessons from coach (McGuire)
and then had real good performances in my next three tour-

At weakside linebacker, 6-1,206lb. junior Marion Chapman; at
strong linebacker, 6-1, 203-lb.
junior Dave Thompson; at monster, 6-1, 202-lb. sophomore Roark
Shirley; at left corner, 5-9, 174-lb.
junior Tim Westcott; at right corner, 5-11, 158-lb. sophomore Max
Hudspeth and from Eldorado at
weak safety,
5-11,
194-lb.
sophomore Mark Koskovich.
Jim Haynes, a 6-2, 200-lb.
junior, will handle most of the
kicking chores except punting
which will be done by Hudspeth.
Mondt said he expected to run
the ball about two-thirds of the
time .. But said, "We'll pass more if
they're ganged up against the run.
"As in any game, the key will be
execution. If we execute better than
they do, then we'll win the ball

game."
Since Mondt said this is a crucial
game for both teams, the execution
will be over around 10 p.m.

After his week of study under
UNM's Head Golf Coach Dick
McGuire, Pelletier won the Arroyo
Del Oso Club Championship,
placed 3rd in the San Juan Open in
Farmington, teamed up with his
older brother, Jere, to win the City
Two-Man Best Ball Championship
and most recently won the City
Match Play Championship.
In the City Match Play Tournament Pelletier beat teammate
Randy Kahn in the semi-finals who
earlier had ousted pre-tournament
favorite Ray Cragun. Pelletier then
beat Jeff Fulwiler in a battle of
UNM golfe~s for the prize.
"I just think I'm more experienced," said Pelletier as he
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OPEN FIRE
By Tim Gallagher
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"Down in the west-Texas town of El Paso,
Bill Mandt willtryjorhisfirst win this year."

Tomorrow night at 7:30 in the cozy little border town of El Paso, Tex.
the UNM Lobo football team will begin its 1976 campaign. The Bicentennial turquoise boys will battle the University of Texas at El Paso
Miners. UTEP has already beaten Texas-Arlington 38-15, and lost to New
Mexico State 13-10.
This will be a campaign full of surprises for New Mexico fans and it's a
fun kind of team. No one expects much from a team that was 6-Slast year
and lost most of its defensive backfield, most of its offensive line, the
number-two quarterback in the nation and an All-American placekicker.
So whatever the Lobos do this year, it ought to be a pleasant surprise,
I'VE HEARD SOME people say the Lobos will finish as poorly as 2-9,
but then again those are the people who S'lid the Lobos would never beat
Arizona last year.
I think the Lobos will finish at least 5-6 and possibly better, but then
again I pick the New York Mets to win the pennant every year.
There won't be a whole lot of pressure on the Wolfpack to win this year
because of the graduations. The lack of pressure will make it easier fo
them to win. Last year at this time there was all the talk of Fiesta Bowls
and when the Lobos got off to a poor start, fans got turned off easily. So
far this year I haven't heard "WAC crown" or "Fiesu. Bowl" once.
Nobody is expecting any great things from the football team, so whatever
upsets they manage to pull off will be great.
I'M NOT SAYING they shouldn't win some games. If they lose th
homecoming game to the Aggies, I'll disown them. I also feel they should
knock off Wyoming and Colorado State despite being on the road. But th
arne they need to win, said Bill Mondt more than a month ago, is the one
tomorrow night.
I'm going down to El Paso so the Lobos better win. I think they will;
probably in a low-scoring contest.'
UTEP has a good running attack, but the Lobo defensive line can handle them, so that will cut down on UTEP's scoring.
NEW MEXICO HAS a brand new offensive line so there probabl
won't be any gaping holes for any of the backs to run through. The Lobo
are going to have to go wide and use the option effectively to win th
game. How well quarterback Noel Mazzone runs the option will determin
the outcome of the game.
I hate sticking my neck out, but I got the Lobos 14-10.

L.B. Cottonwood
Fri. the 24 & Sat. the 25
And A

Go 5 Miles North Of Bernalillo
To A IKodones Exit

867-9983

"My personal team goal is to
beat BYU and ASU every time we
compete against them. In only one
year I've built up my own personal
rivalry with those schools," said
Pelletier.

His personal goals for this season

Pelletier said this year's team will

be a young team but with a little bit
of experience it could be better than
last year's team.
Coach McGuire said Pelletier
could be a tremendous player for
the team if his temperament continues to improve.
"He's off to a real good start thiS
year and I'm expecting great things
out of him this year," McGuire
said.

Flnu JlJr•n:lt~uoo
f'JoOlhJGtlblns
3500 Gnnt.rnl S.Ii.
illblllfllCU'CJiiO. NcwMo:dr.o,STIOO
(505)266 8414

Mark Pelletier credits his increased confidence far the
marked improvement in his golf game.

1

IM Grid
Battles
Heat Up

Fri. the 17 & Sat. the 18

Both Sundays Starting At Noon

"Also, the coach really helped
me with my wedge game plus my
temperament has improved too.

are to finish among the top eight individual golfers in the nation and
also to win the individual WAC
title.

All my life I've h-ad a bad temper,
mostly it was just out of frustration
of not performing well but I think
I've corrected it and hopefully I'm
over it," he said.

naments.,

Gold Rush

Triple Pig Roast

described the improvement in his
golf game as compared to last
spring.
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By George Gesner
Intramural football had another
week of exciting action.
As of Wednesday,on top of the
white division is Law School with a
3-0 record. Law School beat
previously unbeaten Navy ROTC
15-7 this week dropping ROTC to
2-1. Law School was paced by
former Lobo star Houston Ross.
The rest of the division is not too
far behind. Team 16, Coronado
Wombats, and Student Vets are
tied for third with l-1 records.
Trailing the pack is the Air Force
ROTC with a 1-2 record.
In the blue division I Phelta Thi
is in the top seat with a 2-0 record.
They shut out the hapless Paper
Tigers 13-0. Dorm and Bad
Company are half a game back with
1-0 records.
Tied for third with 1-1 records
are Gomez's and Mountain
Clowns. The Skins and Paper
Tigers share the glorious cellar spot
with perfect 0-2 records.
In the red "fraternity" division
Phi Gamma Delta and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon are atop with unblemished
2-0 records. The Fijis beat Sigma
Phi Epsilon 14-0 while Sigma Alpha
Epsilon camped out in the end-zone
with a 57-6 win over Phi Kappa Psi.
Alpha Tau Omega edged Sigma
Chi 6-0 giving both teams H
records. Four other teams are tied
for second with 1-l records. They
are Phi Sigma Kappa 1 Sigma Phi
Epsilon, Kappa Alpha and Lambda
Chi Alpha.
Phi Delta Theta and Phi Kappa
Psi trail the division with 0-2
records. Football continues next
week with more excitement.
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We care how you look at life.

'
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TSO has provided finest quality prescription eyewear for more than
forty years. And you can depend on TSO to fill your doctor's prescription for
glasses or contact lenses to exact specifications. TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit your glasses. Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and
replacement of lenses and frames. Convenient credit is available. TSO
honors BankAmericard and Master Charge cards if preferred. You'IIlike
what you see at TSO because at TSO we care how you look at life. Visit
either of the two TSO offices in Albuquerque.

4410 Central Ave. SW
4300 Central Ave. SE
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ADVERTISING
RatP.li: 15 tentH per ~ord per day, one dollar
wfnimuw ••1\ dverUHementH run five or more
e:onHecut, ,,~ d•y.s with no ch•nges 1 nine ten·
to per word per day tno refundij if cancelled
before five lnoerUuns), Cloosilled ad·
vertiHements must be paid In advance.
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GRADUATE TUTOR NEFDhD Art History 350.
Write or come by 604'.'• Duena Vista SE Apt. B
(upstairs) 'tftcr 6:00 p.m. Tuesday & Thursday only.
9/21

MARIA-THE GIUNDL'R Factory at I I i Cornell
SE, hn'i n new eggplant purmesun grinder • .Let's 1ry
a couple for lunch today. Clarke Metcalf will be play~~ that s~t mt~sic~to!>. Signe<J_Cli~J5eppe .. 9117_
MARY n.-MADOO happy 21st birthday! Love
Jodi. 9/17
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PUNKJNHf:Ai> love, Sulan.
9117

...

ORTHODOX IJAHAI FAITH now holding fire·
sides Mondays 8:00 p.m. 408-D .'vlaple N£'. Call 242·
1591 for information. 9-' J7
-- --- ··-- ---INT£iRI'STED IN NO·frilil low cost jet rruvcl to
Europe, Africa, the Middle East, the l•ar East, South
America? E:ducationai Flights ha1 been helping
people travel on a budget With maXImUm nexibility
and minimum hassle for 1ix years. For more info call
toil rree 800-325-8034. 9/ i7
DEAR MARY, I saw your ad. let's try and get
matched. It's fun! It's a lark! Besides everyone else
is doing it! Fred. 9!17
-~-------- --~-------~-

---~~___,...

,~,------

-----~---

DEi\1~

HARRY, UURRY up Harry! The postmark
deadline is today for the computer date match. If we
arc: a .. match" we gel a free coupon. Al~o, I can
dunce next to your warm lovable body at the free
dunce for matches. Mary. 9117
-

'75 KAWASAKI KS 125 dirt bike. 21" from end.
New full knobbies. Expmtsion chamber. Great con·
dilion. $450.00. 293-o328 aflcr 5. 91.20
OWNER TRANSFERIUiD <:LOSING 1976 1terco
equipment. Pioneer Sansui receivers, 6·tracks, reel
10 reels, CB's, 40·50% off while they last, 255-7534.
9/21
SINGER SEWING MACHiNE Lefl in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, Lig·Lag. Pay $19
and take machine. 255-7535. 9/21

~---~
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I l.OVE YOU Doc doc bird! l.cs. 9117
- -·-"--NbL·.tJhV VOICE/DICTION tliHlr 242·6687. 9/22
N-ICK, SORRY I didn't nmkc-ilto the duckpo;ulilllt
Thursduy, but I had classes and the wcnti1cr was
lousy. If you want, I'll meet you at Carruro's Pina
some mghl and let you buy me a pian or an eggplant
sandwich. Mary. 9!17
LAST" MJI.E RAlvllll.ERS~i'J,fs-Sundrty 'and nexl
at Rosa'1 Cantina with Triple Pig Roalt. 667-9983.
9120
--~

~--

TilE ili'ST ·PRICED lunch ln town: foot·long hot
~o~s, 3~¢:~~-~-~~kic'l. 9!30_
··-·- ____ ..
TilE MIME EXPf:RIMl,NT performing am col·
lcctive offers fall worksh<>P beginning September
I I in mime acting, creative dramatic,, folk dance,
belly dance, juggling, beginning guitar. Call 842·
1080. 9/17
GONDOLA LOUNOE-Ot'FERING New Mexican
rood, pizza and spaghelli with your famrite cocktail.
Quiet mmmphere-thc other side of Pepino's, 4310
Central S.F.. 9/30

2.

LOST & FOUND

LOST SPIDER + WEll

nockln~c. Reward, Per~onal

Value-contact Sue. 836-6722.

9/17

~---~~,---~ -~· ~ ~--~-~·--~~--

LOST FEMALE S11EI'HERD/Husky X 6 months
old. Call268·1934 after 2:00p.m. 9121

~~-~-~~~~-----

BICYCLISTS! DON'T LOSE Your bike to theives
this year. Krptonitc and Citadel locks now in Mock at
The Spinning Wheel, 109 Y:tle SE, 242-7888, 9/17
360-A-COUSTIC BASS AM/o . bottom w/Sunn'
Solarus top, It's kinky but sounds great 600 for both
898·9273 after 7 p.m. 9/22
JANSPORT BACKPACK AND tent. New. 2558219 after 7:00p.m. 9/22
Hl(iH Pl:IU'ORMANC£; 68 GTO, 375 HP, loaded,
condition. 277·5584. 9122

c~cellcnt

KING 'i ENOR SAXOPHONE excellent condition.
lhed 6 months. Call Miclmel nt 268·2648. 9/20 ·

'65 -,~().Rt> ·.;,A·N·ii~oNot:INir$5oa.oo:-Weil·l~v-;d,
Good condition,' Come sec evenings 3723 I I th St NE
9/20

(up•tair~J.

SOUTHERN COI.ORADO RIVERFRONT. Lots or
~ki

ncrenge. UtUitics, fic,hing, ncar

area, clmice

dernes•. Priced right, terms or ca.h. 255-1729.

wil~

TURNTABLE GARRAHD 401! PICK!:l{ING cartridge $30. 255·6483. 9120
·--~--·

--- -·----

69 CHEVY WiNDOW VAN 28,000. Strong engine
$ i ,000. 277-6143 or 865-5864. 9/23
68 VW CAMPMOfiiLE REBUILT engine, extras,
$I .200. 3526 Vail SE after 5:00p.m. 9117

-·-HATE THE !.AUNDRY1 Maytag portable washing
~- -~

--~--

machine. Excellent condition $6$.00. 843.
6476. 9/22
70 BARRACUDA POWER steering & auto trans
$~00. 3526 Vail SE after 5:00p.m. 9/ I 7
-~-

=~~

·~·-~~----

_:_ --

.,,..__

,.__.,

SPORTS CAR OWNERS Pritie Motors offers ser·
vice or all makes of imported sports and touring car~.
Driti<h ~ars our >pceialty. High ;tandards at rea>on·
able price<. 2~6·1 763. 9123
~--~--~""=-

--~··

e

~-c--

~--·

•=""=

---~~•"·

··~--

~--"-

ESPANA GUITAR AND new case $100.00 firm.
277-2481. Bob. 9117
NEW FEDERAL STEREO i\l'vliFM receiver 2
spea~efl. Special $49.95 w/this ad Gunrunner Pawn.
3107Ccntrai NE. 9117
1968 MUSTANG 6-CYl. 3 speed recently over·
hauled. A·l condition. Also, antique barber chair
$75.00. t:venings266·6042. 9/17
'73 COMET-SHARP AND clean; good gas mileage
and tires; very good condition; 2-dr.; 3 speed w/Ooor
.shifl. $2,499.00. 247-9481. 9120
MUST SELL. '73 Capri, 4 cyl., 4-speed, new radials,
new clutch, stereo speakers, $1,699.00 or best offer.
Evenings 243-6242. 9123
CALCULATOR HP-21 $60.00 Phone 5·7 p.m. 247·

~029~9/22

~--~- ---~-~-~

BACKPACKERS: THIS WEEK -our largest col·
lection to date of supple leather packs. Some with
sheepskin. Pile shoulder straps now at Leather·
back Turtle Ltd. 107 Romero in Old Town just
northofC:entral. 9/21
-...~,~-----

LOST CALCULATOR SR·SI Reward. 265-0080.
9/22

3.

!{[:CORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selection, good people, l.P Cioodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). t fn
1974 CHEVYLUV TRUCK, AM-FM, 8·track, can·
~~~amper:_ext~s _$~,5_5£·g~/~f~e_r_82_7:7158._ ~1_1_7_
i%6 DODGE CORONET, DEPENDABLE trans·
portation $195.00after 5:00p.m. 266·8466. 9/21
DISHWASHER SEARS HEAVY duty with hygienic
rinse, harvest gold with cutting board top. Call 2667i55after5p.m. 9/17

--------------------

STERLING SILVER TWIST bracelets $f..SO to
$i0.50.Caii898.Q801. 9/21

DUE TO DIVORCE brand new 1977 Kirby, assume
payments of $7.47 a month. New warranty. 255·
7$35. 9/21

Zimmerman Library and put it on
the ground so it could be of more
use;
-Approved a plan for a General
Honors class to plant wild flowers
and native New Mexican trees in
front of the Physics building as
landscaping for the area; and
-Planned to accept a report
from the park.ing subcommittee on
what action should be taken to
en force the new bicycle regulations.

SACRIFICE. TEAC 33405, 6 months old, 10" reels,
two Shure microphones and l<oss quad headphones.
Cali 266-7155 after 5 p.m. 9/17

5.

A '!ide show and discussion on Guatemalan life
and culture will be presented Sat., Sept. 18 and Sun.,
19 following all ·ma1scs in the auditorium of the
Aquinas Newman Center. First of a .~eries.
P1RG refunds will be available at SUB ticket office
beginning Mon., Sept. 20 from IOa.m. to 4 p.m.
Part time job opening in the Kiva Club ad·
ministration. Submit resume to Rick Aquine,
Deadline is Sept. 27. Selection by Kiva Council.
All-indian Pueblo council meeti g Mon., Sept. 20
at 7 p.m. in the SUB Rm. 250 CD. Student grievances
and admission standards will be discussed.

R SVN.a~ . .

~.~

FOR RENT

CLEAN LARUE UNFURNISHED efficiency apt.

5 blocks from campus. Stove, refrigerator, & utilities
included, $145/month 843·6033.

9121

NON-SMOKING FEMALE roommate wanted to
~hare NW valley house $100/mo. 345.7043. Before
9 n.m. or after,~ ':.:':':..___9/23

•

BEST FURNISHED APARTMENTS $150.00 bills
paid UNM one block. 205 Columbia SE. Cali
manager 255-2685. 9/22

6.

•

New Shipment Just Arrived
Quilts, Clothes, Postcards, Small Items

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED FR ESHI\iEN ~&:-:s"'o'"'r"'H-O"'M,_O_R_E.,.,.S--c-in-te-r·
in advcrlising. Good commission & expcrp
ience, C'aii 277-4002 between i :00-4:30 for an
appointment. 9/17
c~ted

3409 CENTRAL. NE.

e

~56·7103

INTERESTING PART·liMh JOB one or two
ltudents in Dike Shop & Arcade. Hour.s available:
M·F 7-11 p.m .. Saturday 3·1 I p.m .. Sunday 2-IOp.m.
Some opportunity for swdy while working. Apply
at 939 San Mateo NF, between 10 a.m. & 3 p.m.

9117

1974 CAPRI V·6, excellent condition
$3,000. Call 268·7481. Larry. 9/21

16,000,

INSTRUCTORS Nl::EDED FOR new YWCA claS\es.
Part~time.

Carpentry, folk dance, guitar 1 piuno,

arts & crafts and
....pollery,
..,

other~.

Call 247·884 i.

WORK STUDY SECRETA!{ Y leave nan1<1 phone
numbcratNCII01815RomaNE. 9117

7.

TRAVEL

RIDES! RiDES! RIDES!
303-449-6670. i 0/5

Ridelme 265-9860 or

ACHTUNG! DER FI.UG (Denver-Frankfurt) fahrt
um 20 DeLember ab! Nur $399.00 hin und luruck!
Schnell! Inter-Continental Travel Centre 107 Girard
Blvd SE. 255·6830. 9r22
CHRISTMAS CHARTER! SPAIN! Albuquerque·
Barcelona $425. Call 255-7324 or 256·3410. 9123

8.

MISCELLANE0US

WANTED: MOLECULAR MODEL assembly kit
ror Organic Chemistry. Call Dawn, 881·2899. 9/17
PLANTS A' PLENTY discount price< 2" pots 99¢.
1623 Fourth St. NW-across from AND Dank. 9/18
FREE KITTENS,
9847. 9/20

SIAMESE

mother.

collegiate crossword

842·

...........

SERVICES

JAZZ/TAP CLASSES ncar UNM. Experienced
professional instruction. 242·3422 8:00·1 1:00 a.m.
9/22

ARTERS

-~~

NEED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing, revision, research, consultation: 281·3001. 9121
~~-·--~~

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery 11 'I• block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Soeciai order service. tfn
IN TRAN~SA(·ii()NAi- annfrsis. begin:
nmg Tue1day September 21. Eight sessions introduce
you to T.A. concepts. And how to t"c them in ~our
life. 883·3687. 9122

C:C..\ssr's

niC.~YC'iJsrs!-OURANNUAI tu"ne-up specia(TS
now in pro_grcss. Wheels trued, brakes and gears ad.
JUStcd, cham and gear clu"er cleaned and lubricated
handlebar\ retapcd. Regularly $15.00, now $9.00:
The Spmning Wheel, 109 Yale S.F.., 242·7888. 9117
msi.E Fi.l\ss:<.·O.\IE and ~lind OUi w-,;,;(;'criPiiJr<;
is not mying. Don't abuse it. Newman Center 1815
Las Lomas NE Tuesda>s 7-9 P.M. classroom off
patio. 9!20
PASSPORT, IDENTifiCATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 265·
2444orcometo 1717Climrdlllvd.NE. trn
LSAT-MC'AT
IS: Prepar;-;~,;,:-c:all Pro:
fcssional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn

m<A...

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo, ampli•
liers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IO~'o discount for St ·dents with JD. Qttick service. Used
TVs forsale. 9/28
-----~

HlOT RH-l.EX Mt\SSACH'. Sessions last J0-60minulcs. For more information or appointment call
Chris Ditamore 242·7613. Donation. 9/17
TAKE HOME THE world's finest coffee. Hippo
lee Cream has the ttil<ie't blends alway~ fresh. 120
HarvardDr.S.E. 9117
_ _ __
EXPERIENCED

continued from page 7

~-,-·----~---·

VIVITAR E·34 ENlARGER. Two lense1, Ex·
cellent condition. Homemade print dryer, various
266·2238 at night. 9127

-~~

20 POWfABLE T-V''• $30 to $60.441 Wyoming NE,
255-$987. I 0/ I 8

9/20

1974 VFCiA WAGON, 4-lpecd, good condition.
Must sell. $1,450.00/offcr. 256.11828. 9117

,..

... Planning

FOR SAI.. E

~-_,_

0
.....u:>< 1. Jl'ERSONALS

~

4.

COLOR TV BRAND name, big 1crecn, assume payment\ of $7/month. New warranty. 255· 7534. 9121

Cl

Q)

LET A I'HOFESSIONAl. wrilcr·edilor poli1h or CYCUSTS, ~IJKEflS: WE have the best leather
r_ew.rJ.te Y()"~ pnpcr. <ijssc,.t_ati()n~:'c. 2:;:.:3~6,4:__~-E. · p~cks in the co~mry, con1tructed from the .ltrong·
est nf leather, built to last. Come in and check them
out. Leatherback Turtle Ltd. 107 flomero in Old
Town just north of ('cntral. 9/21

··rvPIST

~ANUSCRIPTS,

re_::;~es,~~·~~ Jl._l_c_<ii~al ·~2~-~270 .... 91 _12_ ____ ,___ _
PROf'[,SSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 292-1285.
9/23
----~----- --

DISCOUNT LIQUORS

905YALESE
THE LARGEST SELECTION
AT THE BEST PRICES
Old Milwaukee

....

$4.39 case

12 oz. Cans

Carlings ........... 5.45 case
12 oz. Cans

Budweiser ......... 5.45 case
12 oz. Cans

Liebfraumilch

......

ACROSS

1 Disputed matter

1.39 fifth

Schroeder

Bartons Canadian . . 3.69 quart
Seagrams 7 . . . . . . . . 3.65 fifth

6
11

12
14
17
18

19
20

21

23

Keg Beer
Cold Beer
Mar1y lr1 Store
Specials
...............

24

25
26
28

29
31
33
35
38
42
43
44

45
46
48

Columbus's seaport
Certain doctor
Calculator of old
Government Service
(2 wds.)
Cooking need
"Call·-- cab''
Like some hats
Highway part
Motel sign
Breeding places
Make do
Prefix: air
Bravo, in Barcelona
Dry; as wine
OpenMost eccentric
Nomads
Became less severe
Giggle
Mrs. Peron
Japanese money
By birth
Actress Charlotte Certain European
Split

16 Decree
21 Enroll again
51
22 Precipitated
25 - - home is his
53
castle
54
27 Weird
55
30 Stupefy
31 letters after a
58
proof
59
32 letter trio
60
34 Inhabitants
61
35 Terminates, in law
36 Famous tennis
family
DOWN
37 Cowboys' gear
1 Speaks in a singing 39 Gladiator's weapon
voice
40 Mitigating
2 Famous Canyon
41 Bowling button
3 Withered
44 - - capital is
4 Vase
Katmandu
5 Inflame with love 47 - - Rouge
6 loved one
49 Important person
7 Mr. Beame
50 Former first
8 Bathe
lady
9 - - 1 iner
52 Certain food
10 Dawn
outlet
11 Quantity consumed
54 Eye inflammation
13 Napped fabrics
56 Timetable abbrevi14 Capri and Wight
ation
15 Name for a pope
57 College cheer
50

Title for a
waitress
Certain musical
chord
S1angy zero
- - Hawkins Day
Government agency
(2 wds.)
Purloined
Hen's work
Uses scissors
--music

